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ABSTRACT 

 
Before the birth of the Internet, tourist destinations have reached their customers with 
traditional marketing activities and via travel agencies. Today these activities can be carried 
out through the Internet. It is therefore important for tourist destinations to mix their 
traditional offline activities with the online opportunities that have occurred. The purpose with 
this study is to provide a better understanding on how offline tourist destinations use the 
Internet to create a better total travel experience for tourists. To reach this purpose, two 
research questions have been stated, focusing on how the online tourism experience can be 
described, as well as the offline experience. Literature was reviewed based on these research 
questions, resulting in a conceptual framework. In order to test this framework, a qualitative, 
case study methodology was employed, focusing on two companies in the tourism business. 
Through interviews with the companies, as well as direct observations/interaction with their 
websites, the findings indicate that a website is an important tool in the tourism business, 
primarily for reaching out with information. It is important to build the website in an effective 
way, where the structure and web design offer the users fast and easy access to the 
information they are looking for regarding the offline experience they seek. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In this chapter the reader will be introduced to the area of online tourism through the 

background, the problem discussion and further on by the purpose and research questions.   

 
According to Rowley (2004) the major purpose for the media world is to bring information to 
an audience. It took 50 million years for the evolution to go from spoken language to deliver a 
message in writing, and 5000 years to go from writing to printed text, 500 years to develop 
sight-sound media (photography, the telephone, sound recording, radio, television) and fewer 
than 50 years to go from the first sight-sound media to the modern computer (Aiming, 2004). 
He continues with saying that the first known written language was made by the Sumerians, 
6000 years ago and they wrote in symbols on clay tablets to keep records from their 
businesses.  
 
Since the telephone was invented for more than a century ago, nothing has been close to the 
increase of users that the Internet achieved when it emerged during the 1990ies (Vaughan 
1999). Many of today’s businesses are using the Internet as a major selling tool (Madu & 
Madu, 2002). These scholars add that those businesses today have been gathered under the 
name e-commerce businesses. They continue with saying that online purchase revenue in 
business to consumer (B2C) commerce has increased from $8 billion in 1998 to $45 billion in 
2000. The Internet has according to Ahmed, Zairi & Alwabel (2006) during the last four years 
shown a remarkable growth record when it comes to private users and business trade volume. 
Due to Law, Leung & Wong (2004) the Internet usage has grown in an exponential rate. By 
the year 2005 they estimated that the amount of users would have reached one billion. The 
estimation has today been confirmed as shown in table 1.1 (internetworldstats 2006). 
 

Table 1.1: World Internet usage and population statistics 

World Internet usage and population statistics 

World regions Population 
(2006 est.) 

Population 
% of World 

Internet Usage, 
Latest Data 

% Population 
(Penetration) 

Usage % 
of World 

Usage 
Growth 
2000-2006 

Africa  915,210,928 14,1% 32,765,700 3,6% 3,0% 625,8% 

Asia 3,667,774,066 56,4% 394,872,213 10,8% 36,4% 245,5% 

Europe 807,289,020 12,4% 308,712,903 38,2% 28,4% 193,7% 

Middle East 190,084,161 2,9% 19,028,400 10,0% 1,8% 479,3% 

North America 331,473,276 5,1% 229,138,706 69,1% 21,1% 112,0% 

Latin 
America/Caribbean 

553,908,632 8,5% 83,368,209 15,1% 7,7% 361,4% 

Oceania/Australia 33,956,977 0,5% 18,364,772 54,1% 1,7% 141,0% 

WORLD TOTAL 6,499,697,060 100,0% 1,086,250,903 16,7% 100,0% 200,9% 
Source: Based on Internetworldstats.com 
 
Addyman (1994) mentioned already twelve years ago that the Internet’s information density 
was not of importance for the users. He instead stressed the importance of the implications the 
website owners had with their information, and how it was received by the website visitors. In 
the modern society the citizens have become more focused on information search before they 
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actually buy something. The Internet has therefore become the number one information-
gathering tool (Heung, 2003). 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
 
Steven and Spero (2004) compare this by explaining the Internet as an even richer medium 
than a single hard disc, as the Internet is based on millions of hard discs working together. 
They continue with explaining the changes in human behaviour cause of the growing 
information richness. When the access and the information density grows and the experience 
in using the technique gets better, the more humans tend to sort out relevant information by 
themselves (ibid). 
 
Ziming (2004) emphasize with explaining that the new computerized information hides the 
data from the users as it’s kept on a hard disk. It’s therefore important to make the 
information available for the viewers in an easy way. It’s important for website designers to 
find out the best ways to reach the growing community that has occurred by the Internet. The 
difficult task is to find a way to make websites that deliver easiness and supply information 
that meets the user’s demands without creating information overload (Steven & Spero, 2004). 
 
Chaffey et al.  (2003) stated that consumer demand is the main key for the Internet business. 
They continue their findings with mentioning how important the Internet access is for the 
consumers, and how the customers perceive the content from the websites. Still they say that 
the website distributors need to meet the challenge where the user can change website in a 
moment on the Internet, compared to the offline environment where they are more locked into 
to the current situation. Kulviwat, Guo & Engchanil (2004) support this by saying that early 
evidence point out that users tend to search information more in the online environment 
compared to the offline. Therefore the impulse shopping that is usual offline doesn’t occur in 
the same extent, as the user will be more enlightened before he reaches the level of action. 
Instead they use the Internet as an information source and at the end they’ll buy at a local 
offline store. Another perspective from the website distributor’s point of view is that the users 
need to put effort and activity in their searching behavior, when they access their websites 
(ibid).  
 
Kulviwat et al. (2004) continue by pointing out that the Internet offers an overload of 
information, which makes the user to strain, and pick up what the individual find important. 
They stress that by mentioning the importance of a vast information-bank. The cause of that is 
that each user will individually find something interesting and they will all in some kind of 
way go to action, some by purchasing and others by using the information as a source of facts. 
They proceed with saying that the benefits you get when you search, is the amount of 
experience value you receive after you have compared the outcome with the expected value.  
 
This is according to Forrester research (2006) obviously an area where the travel and tourism 
industry has achieved a good start, as the tourism business online has grown at a rapid speed. 
They continue with the facts that the online travelers in the US made up to 79 percent in 2005, 
55 percent of them were leisure travelers. They also mention in their findings that the online 
environment will increase even more as a big part of the travelers are still elderly people, that 
has not yet accepted the Internet as a medium. Even though, they say that two out of five 
seniors in the US purchase their travel tickets online today. These facts have according to Law 
et al. (2004) not only gained a bigger market for the travel suppliers, but also lower 
distribution costs and higher revenues.  
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Law et al. (2004) mention the tourism industry as a growing audience when it comes to the 
Internet as an information-gathering tool. They continue with saying that the Internet has 
given travelers a new way to receive information about complete travel packages and planned 
routes, which have made them more independent on others. Smith (2004) mentions the old-
style planning tool for travelers, as a way when they in general went through traveling 
agencies for the information they wanted. He continues to say that the Internet has become the 
new source of information where the travelers make most of the planning by themselves. Law 
et al. (2004) stress that travel agencies and tourism connected businesses of today have been 
forced to change strategies, and put effort on how to reach the growing audience at the huge 
Internet marketplace.  
 

1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
 
Debowski (2001) defines search behavior as actions and responses that occur when a person 
receives information for solving a search problem. Buhalis (1998) says that the tourism search 
behavior has unavoidably been influenced by the technological revolution. He goes on with 
saying that information is the lifeblood of the travel industry, as the purchase will occur 
before the actual experience, and that therefore effective use of IT has become pivotal. 
Debowski (2001) high lighten that search tasks create physical and psychological effort to the 
user, and that they can be categorized in different steps. She continues to say that the more 
complex the search task is, the more steps the search behavior will include. Buhalis (1998) 
explains a journey as an expensive purchase and therefore by nature complexity and more 
search steps will occur. He also mentions in his findings, that the Internet has changed the 
classic search behavior for the tourism industry. He proceed with the facts, that the tourists 
before the Internet had to trust the information the travel agencies (few steps) offered through 
brochures, today they can find whatever they want regarding a specific place on the Internet 
(many steps). Chaffey et al. (2003) stress that this is a problem the website distributors have 
to face, and they try to high lighten the importance of keeping the search process to as few 
steps as possible, as the users have a limit of how much effort they are willing to offer. 
Buhalis (1998) point out that up to date and correct information, is relevant for the customers 
needs, and is the huge part of the tourist experience. Therefore, the online environment has 
become the information backbone of tourism demand and that smoothes the progress for 
tourist’s experience.  
 
Web experience is defined by Constantinides (2004) as the consumer’s total impression about 
the online company. He continues to explain the content in web experience as factors, such as 
finding, browsing, searching, comparing, selecting and evaluating information. Web 
experience also considers the interaction between the user and the online firm. The factors 
above will according to the author be influenced by elements such as design, events, 
emotions, atmosphere and many more, depending on how the user will experience the 
website. Constantinides (2004) explains further that, the interest about web experience does 
not only come from firms that sell products or services. Even sites with informational content 
see the importance when targeting segments, as they will compete for users on the same 
market.  
 
Chaffey et al. (2003) advocate their findings with telling how to give the users a positive web 
experience, by the importance of an easy understandable web design, and the simplicity of 
how the website works technically. Taylor & England (2006) support this by saying that, if 
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the websites structure and web design are not thought over, the users will meet problems to 
locate the interesting information or the transaction they wish to undertake. That’ll force the 
user to browse through several pages or click through several functions before they reach 
what they really are looking for. That will in the end make the user leave the website and 
perhaps they will never return (ibid). The authors continue to mention the importance of easy 
found information on the websites, as it is the major issue for the website distributors to keep 
the user interested and perhaps go all the way to action. They stated that the website design 
should simplify the search process for the user to keep them interested. Another aspect they 
mention is the ease of navigation on the website. To manage that, they will have to make the 
website understandable for both experienced and inexperienced users. Taylor & England 
(2006) also mention the importance of the users needs. They proceed with saying that it is 
important for the website owner, to understand that it’s not what they believe is significant, 
it’s what the user demand. Finally they point out the importance of flow between the pages, 
meaning that it’s important that the entire website acts in the same way, no matter on what 
page you visit. Constantinides (2004) strengthen this with the fact that a well designed 
website delivers web experience, which will take the user through the steps in the buying 
decision process. 
 
Hanlan, Fuller & Wilde (2002) start their explanation of the decision making process by 
telling that much has been written in the subject. They refer to Kotler when they describe the 
classic decision-making process, continuing with saying that it has been known for a long 
time, that the decision making process is a multi-staged process. They stress that every 
decision doesn’t always use every step, depending on the complexity of the decision. Routine 
decisions can for example goes from step one to five in a moment, for example when buying 
milk. This is strengthened by Constantinides (2004) who says that the purchasing risk for the 
customer, have high effect on the level of effort in the buying decision. Kotlers model 
contains five steps that a person will experience in some way or another. These steps are: 
 

1. Need recognition 
2. Information search 
3. Evaluation of alternatives 
4. Choice of product or services 
5. Post purchase evaluation 

 
Hanlan et al. (2002) describes the steps as follow: 
Need recognition is where the user will recognize a problem or a need. The second step is 
where the need has created a demand, followed by an interest for more information. In the 
early stage of the information search the user will accept information that is received 
automatically. After a while the demand for more information occurs, and the user will start 
putting more active effort in the information search. Huarng & Christopher (2003) explains 
personal experience, personal investigations, commercial sources, public sources among 
others as informational sources.  
 
Hanlan et al. (2002) continues with explaining the third step, as something grown from an 
active information search. When adequate information has gathered enough knowledge, the 
evaluation of alternatives continues the process. According to Hanlan et al. (2002) the 
evaluation process will be different form case to case, depending on what product or service 
the user has decided to evaluate, or what they expect and demand from the product or service. 
They continue with mentioning brand values, attributes of the product/service and different 
levels of importance, contained by the attributes. The product or service the user chooses to be 
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interested in, will contain different attributes. What attributes that occur are not relevant from 
case to case. The important issue is for the marketer is to understand how to influence the 
customers to the right decision with the occurred attributes. Huarng & Christopher (2003) 
agrees in this and also stress that this is the critical point in the buying process. 
 
Hanlan et al. (2002) continues to explain the fourth stage, choice of product or service with 
stressing the importance of two factors that can come between the intention of the buy and the 
actual buying decision. The first factor according to them is the attitude of key people, 
relatives, close friends, neighbors as an example that influences the buyer with their own 
experiences. The second factor is unexpected situations regarding the marketing mix. For 
example it can be shown that the distributor of the chosen product or service has a bad 
reputation. Other aspects according to the marketing mix can be the distance to the distributor, 
or perhaps that another seller offers a lower price.  
 
Post purchase evaluation is the last factor, mentioned by Hanlan et al. (2002) as the one that 
closes the circle to the entire satisfaction. They say that it’s important for the marketer to 
continue the relation that has grown during the process, to keep the customer satisfied. They 
stress that satisfied customers become diplomats for the product or service. Huarng & 
Christopher (2003) continue this with the importance of those customers with positive post 
purchase feelings, will help the firms to improve their products and services and vice versa. 
 
Woodside and Dubelaar (2002) starts to explain the tourism decision making process (TDMP) 
as a multi level decision system, involving a set of related travel thoughts, decisions and 
behaviors by unrestricted travelers before, during and after the trip. Hanlan et al. (2002) also 
mention the TDMP as an area that according to researchers have many similarities with the 
traditional decision making process. A Journey is though according to them never a single 
level decision, but a process that will touch all levels in the buying decision model. Woodside 
and Dubelaar (2002) describe the process as five related but distinctly different faces. 
 

1. Anticipation: Planning and thinking about the trip. 
2. Travel to the site: getting to the destination. 
3. On-site behavior: behavior at the site or destination region.  
4. Return travel: traveling home. 
5. Recollection: recall, reflection and memories from the trip. 

 
Woodside and Dubelaar (2002) talk about the first face as an outdoor recreation experience, 
which begins with anticipation and planning. Hanlan et al. (2002) advocates this with saying 
that the anticipation stage includes activities that are related to the trip before it actually 
happens, (demand, planning and information search).  
 
Face two and four are according to Hanlan et al. (2002) a major part of the complete travel 
experience. They stress the importance of that a journeys post-experiences can be strengthen, 
both positive and negative depending on how the travel to and from the destination ends up. 
Woodside and Dubelaar (2002) agrees in this and point out that a journey will include some 
type of transport, no matter if it has to do with a short ride on a bicycle, or a long flight around 
the world. They continue with stressing that the travel back home will though never be the 
same as to the site. That depends on the experiences the traveler has gathered during the 
vacation.  
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The on site experience is considered by many as the total experience, but according to 
Woodside and Dubelaar (2002) it might not even be half. Hanlan et al. (2002) continues this 
with saying that the on site experience is included by a vast number of service providers. For 
example, accommodation facility, recreation outlets, retail services, prices, means of transport 
and interaction with other travelers. 
 
The last face is the memories from the entire vacation, and it is according to Woodside and 
Dubelaar (2002) something you will share and discuss with family and friends. A positive 
post-feeling will cause of those gathered opinions, be an important issue when it comes to a 
rebuy or perhaps one of the relatives will occur as a new customer (ibid). 

1.3 PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
The purpose with this thesis is to create a better understanding on how offline tourist 
destinations use the Internet to create a better total travel experience for tourists. 
 
In order to reach this purpose, the following research questions are stated 
 
Research question one (RQ1). How can the online tourism experience be described? 
 
Research question two (RQ2). How can the offline tourism experience be described? 
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2 THEORETICAL REVIEW 

 

In this chapter former study regarding the problem area and particularly the two research 

questions will be presented. First, previous studies connected to the first research question, 

“How can the online tourism experience be described”. Then, literature connected to the 

second research question, “How can the offline tourism experience be described” will be 

presented. Last the conceptual framework will be presented, where interesting theories have 

been brought out from the theories regarding the research questions.  

2.1 How can the online tourism experience be described? 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) mention the importance of web characteristics as seven important 
factors, which have to be considered. 
 

• Presentation elements (aesthetics) 

• Content 

• Accessibility 

• Navigation 

• Language 

• Transaction pages 

• Security, privacy and authority 
 
Presentation elements: They explain the presentation factor as visual guides that are similar, 
or give the user an understandable translation from the physical environment.  This includes 
patterns, colors and shapes of links used to bring the feeling of being in a physical store. 
Madu & Madu (2002) strengthen this with the fact that the aesthetics is what bring visual 
attractiveness to the website. They continue their findings by explaining those as the websites 
colours, type and size of fonts and animations. Aladwani (2006) mentions the importance of 
visual presentation. He explains the aesthetic factors as proper use of fonts and colors. 
Aladwani (2006) high lighten that unfriendly colors with an illogical style, will scare 
consumers away from the website. He also have found that interactivity is a helpful tool to 
capture and keep the user to the website. Constantinides (2004) agrees in this and mention the 
interactivity as a way for online users to share experiences and help each other with problem 
solving. He continues to explain the interactivity, also as a tool for website designers to make 
the users feel special, and not just one among others. Constantinides (2004) means, that the 
aesthetics surround the creative and artistic factors of the online presentation. He continues to 
mention this as factors that communicate the websites atmosphere with the users. This 
atmosphere is an interactive source that motivates visitors to react and explore the website. He 
also point out that an online store have less time to convince the customer to stay in the store, 
compared to an offline store. He therefore stress that it’s important for the websites to attract 
the user as soon as possible.  
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) proceed with the importance of a consistent page layout, 
throughout the site. That’s because people tends to learn by patterns. Website designers must 
also consider the importance of, not trying to make sites that differ much from other sites in 
the same business. Users become more experienced, the more they surf between sites. They 
expect that sites in the same business, should act in the same way (ibid). Madu & Madu 
(2002) explains that consistency needs to be well maintained through the entire site. Text, 
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labels and icons need to be standardized, and mean the same thing from first to last page. 
Chaffey et al. (2003) stress the importance of flow between the pages on the website. They 
mention three important aspects, consistency, simplicity and context. The consistency 
according to them is that the website uses a standardized interface, so that the user feels 
familiar on the site no matter where on the website they are acting in. Simplicity is mentioned 
by the authors as how many levels the website uses. The most desirable is according to the 
authors two or three levels of menu, as more will make the site hard to understand and 
navigate. The context is explained as the overall environment, the users meet when they enter 
the site. They continue to explain the context as a guide through the entire site, built by colors, 
particular text, headlines etc that helps the user to navigate on the site without loosing the 
track. 
 
Constantinides (2004) stress that convenience is a prime stimulator for web users to react and 
interact with online stores. Convenience is according to him associated by the online users as, 
easy and fast information browsing, an easy and fast way to make a purchase and a fast way 
to accomplish transactions. Oppenheim & Ward (2006) says that making a convenient site 
will also make it user-friendly. The more clicks, scrolls and keystrokes the user needs to 
accomplish the mission, the more errors and faults will occur. Websites with too many actions 
will also be time consuming, and that will make the user to choose a competitor instead. 
Therefore dropdown lists and one-click icons are considerable (ibid).  
 
The text on the site must also follow a standard, to keep the user at the site. Other vice the site 
will differ too much from what the user are used to, and makes him leave the site. For 
instance sans-serif fonts are preferred instead of serif. That’s according to Oppenheim & 
Ward (2006) proven to be more appropriate. Although Lynch & Horton (2001) suggests the 
same, they also mention that some researchers propose the opposite. They therefore suggest 
web designers to decide which font to use, when the web page is fully developed except for 
the typeface and can be viewed on the screen. As a basic idea they point out that, if the web 
designer wants to combine serif and sans serif typefaces, then select fonts that are compatible, 
and don’t use more than two different typefaces on a page. Lynch & Horton (2001) also 
mention that Times New Roman is preferred as the most legible typeface for the online 
environment. Although they stress the fact that Times New Roman works best on a paper, as 
the typeface appear to small on a screen and also the shape looks irregular. To keep a logical 
structure Oppenheim & Ward (2006) high lighten the use of headings and subheadings. The 
site will therefore give the reader a hint of where they are on the site, and how deep into the 
information they have reached. Bold text is also a help to intensify important parts of the text. 
Bullets and numbers are used when counting up several factors and different steps in a 
process. It’s important to use reinforcements in a limited way. Too much will make the 
function of the tool diminish (Oppenheim & Ward, 2006). 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) go on with explaining the coloring, as a way to bring comfort to 
the website. The authors proceed and say that no more than three colors should be used for the 
body of text and no more than two for the headlines. They also high lighten that the aim with 
the coloring is to make the website attractive, to display different functions and to point out 
important issues for the website. Therefore they stress that it’s important to reduce the amount 
of colors, as to many will make the page uncomfortable and blurry. The wanted effect will 
also according to the researchers vanish in the amount of information. Colors, fonts and 
graphics are also different between websites, depending on the business they are operating in.  
For example white is considered as a clean pure color that is associated with brightness and 
emptiness. White can also be used when the designer needs to provide a presentable 
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environment. Blue brings the feeling of truth, self-esteem and control, and purple conveys 
prosperity and complexity (ibid). Lynch & Horton (2001) says that the background should 
have light colors that have easier bring subtle shades combined with different colors. They go 
on with mentioning that the use of bold colors should be avoided, except in fields of 
maximum importance. Chaffey et al. (2003) try to put effort in the graphical design by 
mentioning this as four limited factors, speed of downloading graphics, screen resolution of 
the device, number on colors handled by the screen and the type of web browser used. They 
go on with saying that, this is mainly because all computers do not have unlimited capacity to 
handle graphic design. Most of them have, but the authors want us to consider that we still 
have Internet accessible variants, such as mobile phones and other handheld devices. The 
section about coloring mentioned in the last passage is according to Oppenheim & Ward 
(2006) a relevant factor, when it comes to how the user can fulfill the mission they came for, 
and how easily the website will be brought into the users mind. They also claim that an 
unstructured website, with a hollow and boring content, will only bring bad feedback to the 
website. The consequence of this will according to the authors not only make the user leave 
for a competitor; it will also restrict the amount of new users. 
 
Fastness and easiness is claimed by several authors to be of great importance. Oppenheim & 
Ward (2006) stress how important it is today with a website that loads fast and that is working 
without any extra efforts from the user’s point of view. Constantinides (2004) says that 
website designers need to be aware of that, the average time consumers are spending at a 
website is limited. He also say that this limited time gets lower and lower over time, as the 
Internet users get more picky, the more experience they get. Aladwani (2006) agrees with 
those findings and continues with the fact, that the transaction speed is one of the most 
important factors in the e-banking business. To maintain a long relationship with the 
customers, he says that it’s therefore important to make this issue as a top ranked priority. 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) also put pressure on unnecessary functions that have gone from 
frequently used tools, to being almost banned today. It is additional software, which forces the 
user to download programs to be able to use the site properly. Another unwanted issue is 
plug-ins, which forces the user to have access to specific equipment (ibid). 
 

Content: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) proceed with telling that the content is what will bring 
the company their online lasting profits. They stress the facts that you can’t focus on high 
technology if you don’t put effort on the content you want to deliver. Oppenheim & Ward 
(2006) maintain to focus on that it is the customers demand that tells if the website have 
something to say or not. It’s therefore important to listen to the markets expectations, and to 
provide the website with relevant information. Aladwani (2006) explains the importance of 
the content as a way to make the average customer into the ultimate customer. Making the 
content useful, clear, complete, accurate, brief and up to date does this. If this is not 
accomplished a dissonance between the customer and the website will occur. If the user will 
experience that the website can’t bring the information wanted, the dissonance will be too big, 
and the reaction can be that they’ll leave for a competitor. The content of the website will be 
useless if important issues are missing. A well structured and handled content will also make 
the visitor to leave, if the information is hard to find or if the user needs to put extra effort to 
find prices, adequate descriptions for the chosen product or pictures on products, where 
needed (ibid). Oppenheim & Ward (2006) go on with the importance of that the product 
information needs to describe everything that needs to be known. The more complex the 
product, the more deep information the customer will need to be satisfied. This can include 
technical data, close up pictures, and range of colors a so on. Even though a website can 
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contain important findings, they say that the website distributor needs to be aware of the 
problem with information overload (ibid). 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) high lighten that the content doesn’t just have to do with the 
actual product characteristics. An important issue is also to pay attention to the customer 
service information. Good customer service can according to the authors give the customers a 
feeling of security, and that they are special and not treated as one among others. They 
explain that the feeling of security also will help the customer to trust the website more than 
others, when it comes to the actual buying decision. Madu & Madu (2002) strengthen this by 
saying that, if the website is able to resolve complaints and create happy customers, this will 
affect customer’s perceptions of the site. Good customer support is according to Oppenheim 
& Ward (2006) very essential to keep the relation to the customer, if for example the product 
isn’t as expected or if the user needs help with upcoming problems. Customer support can be 
delivered in several ways, such as “frequently asked questions” sections (FAQ), live support, 
telephone support and e-mail support (Aladwani, 2004). The website could also according to 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) have an advantage, if the service information includes findings 
and testimonials from previous customers, or/and surveys that submits thoughts, comments 
and opinions about the company. These findings can reduce uncertain feelings, when it comes 
to delivery time and pre-purchase handling from the online firm (ibid). 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) end their discussion on content with mentioning the effect on an 
order tracking system. They claim that this is an important issue for the customers, as the 
Internet provides insecurity, and the tracking system helps to reduce that feeling. 
Amazon.com has according to the authors made a success in this area with their “where’s my 
stuff” section. This also helps Amazon to prevent unwanted dilemmas between the seller and 
buyer. This function also provides Amazon with the ability, to reach the customer fast if any 
problems connected to the order have occurred. The customers will then have the opportunity 
to make their own decision, if the order should proceed or be cancelled (ibid). 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) proceed with mentioning interactive issues that can be important 
for vast firms, or firms that are in a business that attracts special segments who need lots of 
influence to go from thought to purchase. They go on with mentioning musicians as an 
example as they regularly visit specialized communities, live chats, and discussion forums 
that affect their choice of product. Such forums are mentioned by the authors as a good help 
to make the users visit the website frequently, and a place where new products and offers can 
be launched. Aladwani (2006) agrees in this and say that interaction between C2C has been 
seen as an important factor, since it was invented in the 90ies. He continues to say that the 
C2C environment is widely spread today in different ways, for example user’s forums, 
bulletin boards, chat rooms and guest books. At the end he says that those functions are of 
importance for the online firm, and can be used as a backdoor to build up interactive behavior 
with the online clients. 
 
Accessibility: Accessibility strategies are mentioned by Constantinides (2004) as a very vital 
necessity for the website distributors of today. He says that they need to optimize the site so 
search engines can find it. The author mentions this as most of the Internet users today find 
what they are searching for through search engines, such as Google, Yahoo and Eniro.  He 
also says that the website distributors need to consider the fact, which the site needs to be 
adaptable to the most common web browsers. Aladwani (2006) continues the accessibility 
area with the 24/7 availability, as this issue is something that the Internet users of today more 
or less demand to adopt the website.  
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Oppenheim & Ward (2006) mention the accessibility area, as something to consider when 
there are people with visualization and mobility restrictions. They mention how the web 
designer can prevent these problems with big icons, avoiding small font sizes for text, 
minimizing the use of graphics and avoiding popup windows and other disturbing options. 
Screen readers are a tool used for visually handicapped people, and are a big help for them if 
the website is compatible with its function. For example the writers mention the screen 
reader’s functions as a translator, from text to voice messages read by the computer. 
Therefore pictures should be explained in text, tables should have headings and page and 
frame titles should be used. The World Wide Web consortium sets an international standard, 
named Web Content Accessibility Guidelines for users with disabilities. They should be 
followed but still everyone don’t. Those websites will though loose in strength, so for their 
own good they will need to adapt to the standard (ibid). 
 
Navigation: Good navigation is vital (Oppenheim & Ward 2006). Humans tend to follow 
tracks, and they have easier to remember them if they are set up in a logical structure. Chaffey 
et al. (2003) say that a rule of thumb is that it should only take a maximum of three clicks to 
achieve any piece of information on the site. They continue to mention a basic reminder for 
website designers regarding the navigation, and that is to consider what the user needs to 
know. Basically, Where am I? Where have I been? And where do I want to go? To solve this 
reminders the authors want to pay attention to some factors that have more or less become 
standards of today. Those are the use of standardized names for the pages (home, search, help, 
FAQ, about us, contact us and other), so that they can easily be found on the menu bar. The 
authors also high lighten that it is important for the web designer to understand how the users 
will look upon different explanations. An example is that it’ll be inappropriate to use icons 
without any additional text, as they can easily be misinterpreted.  
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) proceed to tell that the website should be developed in sections 
and levels, so the user gets the feeling of the depth in the website. A site map shown on every 
page is also a helpful tool and helps the user to jump between levels and sections on the 
website. They continue their statement with the importance of how the web store is grouped. 
It’s important that the user get the feeling of being brought into a real store. Even though 
candy is something you eat, it shouldn’t be put together with food. Vegetables should have 
their own section, so should clothes, sport products, DVDs and so on. Madu & Madu (2002) 
reinforce this by mentioning that on an unorganized site, it will be difficult for the user to find 
the wanted information. They also claim that a website should have a page that explains the 
structure of the site, and that can bring understanding to the user in an easy way, of how to 
find information on the site and where. 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) continue to mention the use of color changes in links, so that the 
user knows if he/she has been there before or not. They also stress the importance of naming 
links in a proper way, because the customer shouldn’t have to guess where the link leads.  
 
The authors stress that the help section should be built in an easy way. It should be easy to 
follow and it must also help the user to solve the problem, instead of just being annoying. If 
the help section are formed and thought over in an accurate way, the user will get the feeling 
of that the website is professional, and that the past-purchase help will probably reach the 
same level. They proceed with the importance of not using deep technical functions on a 
website. The users should also have the opportunity to choose which language they want the 
website to be viewed in.  
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A product index or a search tool is another important aspect for a website, which helps the 
user to navigate fast and easy from the customers purchase decision to the actual purchase. 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) stress the importance of that the website owner must use this 
factor in an appropriate way. Just because a search bar is included, it doesn’t need to indicate 
pleasure for the user. They continue with saying that a search tool needs to be well over 
thought. For example if a customer searches after a specific item and the website doesn’t sell 
it. Then it’s important to give the user information about “Not distributed” instead of 
“Couldn’t match your search” (ibid). 
 
Transaction pages: The last stage in the buying process is the purchase, and according to 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) this stage is the crucial point where many customers decide to 
abort their buying decision process. Constantinides (2004) also point out that troublesome and 
time-consuming transaction pages still are one of the most central sources of customer 
irritation, loss of helpfulness and interrupted transactions. Simplicity and security are 
according to the author two major aspects the website distributor needs to balance against 
each other. Oppenheim & Ward (2006) strengthen this with the importance of developing a 
transaction page that is as easy as possible, without making any sacrifices on the security. 
They should also according to the authors focus on, making the page as effective as possible, 
as one of the reasons why the users abort their buy, is if its too time consuming. Chaffey et al. 
(2003) says that when a firm has won the confidence from a customer, they don’t want to 
loose him/her. Its therefore important for the website to offer all kinds of distribution 
alternatives, so that the customer will not end up, realizing that their credit card is not 
accepted or that the website provides lack of information to make the transaction complete. 
They continue with mentioning the significance of that the customer should be able to place 
the order by mail, e-mail or telephone.  
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) stress, that it is important to provide the users with required 
information about how to fulfill a complete transaction. The transaction page should 
according to them also guide the user, so that the information required is properly made. 
When the transaction has been accomplished, a confirmation should be sent out to the 
customer, by mail or e-mail. Sending a confirmation to the customer will be a way of telling 
that everything is ok and that the bought item is on the way. The authors point out that the 
customer should not be charged before the product has been delivered.  
 
A function that is wanted by the users is according to Oppenheim & Ward (2006) the 
possibility to exit the website, without having to start all over again if just parts of the 
transaction are fulfilled. For example if the customer needs to reconsider the order or if he/she 
knows that they have to complement it later before confirming it. When they leave the 
website, they should get the question, if they want to save, submit or delete the data they have 
entered (ibid). 
 
Security, privacy and authority: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) say that customers feel more 
secure if the website is professionally built. This includes a trustworthy image, and this can be 
achieved through a high quality brand identity. They continue to mention things that need to 
be on the website by law. Regulation with regards of distant selling is required, and that 
includes information about the origin of the firm, and how to contact them if needed. This will 
also improve the confidence of the company (ibid). 
 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) says that the online firm needs to offer flawless payment 
methods, to receive trust from the customers. Today they mention that it’s a big help for the 
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firms on the Internet, if they use services that are provided by several payment security firms 
online, such as PayPal. They also claim that customers feel safer if the firm accepts the 
majority of existing credit cards, as they need to be a serious business to get acceptance from 
the banks. Customers on the Internet are also according to the authors insecure about what 
will happen with their personal information, but this feeling can be reduced, if the website 
explains their confidential behavior.  
 
Madu & Madu (2002) have identified ten factors that should be considered, when developing 
a safe website. These are; 
 

• Have a privacy policy. The authors say that the website needs to develop a clear-cut 
privacy policy that is easy to understand, and explains the privacy protection in detail.  

• Don’t ask too much. People do by nature wish to have some privacy. Therefore the 
authors stress the importance of NOT asking for irrelevant issues. 

• The customer’s perspective. The customers need to be informed about the legally 
developed structures that they are protected by, to assure safety in the relationship.  

• Security technologies. The website needs to inform that the users privacy is protected 
by software and other programs developed for the online market. Still the site cannot 
offer 100% security, but they can diminish the insecure feeling.  

• Privacy organizations. There are several privacy organizations to associate with, that 
can provide strong security for the website. E.g. TrustE, BBBOnLine (Better Business 
Bureau). They certify and recognize websites for their performance. 

• Let users opt out. The users need to decide whether their privacy information should 
be shared with others. They also need to be informed of that their personal customer 
service (offers, fast service, and customization) will be affected if the website cannot 
use all information.  

• Stay away from trickery. The firm cannot use the possibility of putting extra options 
into the customer’s profile, which the customer would never choose if they were 
asked. E.g. extra offers to their e-mail, text messages on their cell-phone. Such things 
will affect the customer’s perceived value of the firm. 

• Between privacy and security. Violation against the customer’s privacy is a major 
issue for the website to prevent. They can’t promise 100% that people from the outside 
cannot get access to the information, but they can provide outlined procedures, rules 
and legal protection for information use.  

• Not as simple as a firewall. The need of evaluating the system, as firewalls is not a 
100% guarantee for intruders. 

• Look on the bright side. The users need to be informed about how to use their personal 
information in a proper and careful way, where to store passwords, usernames etc and 
why they shouldn’t provide more information about themselves than necessary (ibid). 
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2.2 How can the offline tourism experience be described? 
 
González & Bello (2002) have used a ladder shown in figure 2.1, based on Maslows hierarchy 
of needs, to explain how a tourists decision process goes from interest to fulfilled satisfaction. 
They go on and say that a tourist has to fill his/her physiological needs before they keep on 
climbing the ladder to satisfy their higher levels of needs. They have explained the ladder in 
the following order compared with Maslow’s classic ladder. 
 

• Physiological needs: This is where Maslow claims that humans must fulfill basic 
needs to survive, food, water, sex, stimulation and others. Tourists need to escape 
from the normal gray day by many reasons, for example curiosity, stimulation, 
romance. 

• Safety/security: Maslow means that humans need to feel safe in life before they can 
feel an acceptable level of satisfaction in higher levels in life. González & Bello 
(2002) continue to say that tourists at this level want to reduce anxiety in their travel 
behavior. 

• Relationships needs: Maslow means that this is the stage where people are satisfied 
enough to care about others. The tourist will at this level put effort in the needs of their 
surroundings, such as travel partners or close relatives that are involved in the journey.  

• Self-esteem/development needs: This stage from Maslows point of view is according 
to González & Bello (2002), where humans have enough courage and fulfilled needs, 
to aim for development, this is where the curious part of humans tend to up rise, and 
where they start to put demand on their own behavior, for example self efficiency, 
satisfying behavior, need for control. 

• Fulfillment needs: This is where the tourists and people over all meet. Where they 
both have reached fulfillment in the area they aimed for from the beginning.  
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Figure 2.1: Travel career ladder 

Source: Adapted from González & Bello (2002) 
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• Total package journeys, which include everything from transport, accommodations, 
choice of destination, events and attractions. 

• The total package shared into pieces, where every single factor is considered and 
handled separately with no influences from the other factors. 

 
They continue to say that the two factors will have one thing in common, and that is the four 
unique characteristics that services are known for, intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity 
and lack of ownership. Hoffman & Bateson (1997) describes the four factors as follow: 
 
Intangibility: Services cannot be viewed, smelled, tasted, or touched before the purchase. 
This fact is of importance according to the authors, when it comes to how much effort the 
tourist is willing to spend on the information search, to feel comfortable before the actual 
purchase. Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) says that the tourism industry has tried to overcome 
this, with virtual reality on the Internet. They proceed with the fact that tourists still have to 
take risks, as the development of virtual reality on the Internet has just started.  
 
Inseparability: Inseparability means that the customer, the provider and also often, other 
customers are physically involved during the purchase. They will all have effect on the 
customer’s post purchase feelings. This can be both an opportunity and a disadvantage for the 
seller, as he/she can’t know before they meet if the customer likes to have a long-term relation 
or not (Hoffman & Bateson, 1997). Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) strengthen this by saying 
that the consumers will change their way of behavior during the purchase, when they meet a 
seller face to face. 
 
Heterogeneity: Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) state that it is difficult for service providers to 
offer similar service quality over and over again, as services happens instantly. They continue 
to say that the service provider can’t know in what state of mind the customer is. For example, 
even though a tourist has made the same around the world trip three times before and loved it, 
it might not be the most clever idea to make it a fourth time a week after a divorce. Hoffman 
& Bateson (1997) extend this by saying that the seller’s state of mind will also have effect on 
the actual purchase. For example two similar purchases on two different McDonalds, can be 
experienced totally different depending on how the sellers behave. 
 
Lack of ownership: Hoffman & Bateson (1997) says that services cannot be inventoried. For 
example unoccupied airline seats or hotel rooms cannot be stored and used at a later date. This 
makes according to Swarbrooke & Horner (2001), the service to disappear after it has 
happened, and it will only remain as a memory in the mind of the consumer.   
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2.2.2 Motivators 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) mention traveler’s motivators as a wide range of factors, which 
support tourists to make particular purchase decisions. They continue to say that tourists will 
be influenced in some way, before they even start to think about a purchase. They go on with 
the fact that tourists are individual as everyone else, and they will all be influenced 
differently, depending of the type of product or service and on the individual’s personality and 
current life situation. 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) split the motivation factors into two groups. The two groups 
are: 

• Those, which motivate a person to take a holiday. 

• Those, which motivate a person to take a particular holiday, to a specific destination at 
a particular time. 

 
They explain that there is many potential motivators, which can be related in one way or 
another to both of these groups, see figure 2.2. Gnoth (1997) high lighten some of the most 
common reasons for people to travel, (relaxation, recreation), (escape from the everyday life, 
change environment), (to reflect on ones selves, have time to think), (to experience new 
things, to expand ones horizon), cultural and educational aspects, spending time with each 
other and, (doing sports, exercise, fitness). Swarbroke & Horner (2001) continue to say that 
the first group will build a base with quiet few topics, but they can be broken down into pieces 
in a myriad of ways. The first group will be a backbone, that can be taken apart into fragments 
and the fragments will behave differently as a package when they are put together again. The 
authors also high lighten that these motivators, have been selected from an almost unlimited 
amount, to bring understanding to the model.  
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Figure 2.2: A typology of motivators in tourism. 

 

 
Source: Adapted from “Consumer behavior in tourism” by Swarbrooke, J & Horner, S. 
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and experiences seek different tracks in life. The authors have mentioned some main 
motivators that will affect the individual’s decisions. These motivators are: 
 

• Personality, if they are gregarious or prefer to be alone. 

• Lifestyle, sporty, fashionable, health caring, party animal, adventurous. 

• Past experience, as a tourist. Negative and positive. 

• Past life experiences, places and happenings overall, that have affected the persons 
behavior today.  

• Perceptions, about the individual’s own strengths and weaknesses.  

• Image, How a person wants to be looked at by the surroundings.  
 
The authors also mention that personalities change over time, and so will the motivators. For 
example having kids, going from single to relationship, change in income. Sickness or 
recovery changes in experience as a tourist etc (Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001). 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) continues to mention that the individual motivators can be 
changed or reconsidered if many triggers occur at the same time. They stress that this will 
bring the traveler to evaluate and bring up plusses and minuses according to which of the 
many motivators they need the most at the moment, and if more than one can be satisfied with 
the same trip. E.g. needs sun, needs relaxing, needs activity and needs new social relations. 
This will according to the authors bring compromises, and that is what happens normally 
during the traveler’s decision-making process. 
 
Most often according to Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) a trip will be experienced with one or 
more participants. They continue with the fact that this creates compromises, as the members 
of the trip very rarely share the same motivators. Dubois (2000) says, that all compromises 
will occur because of conflicts. He continues to say that a conflict doesn’t necessarily need to 
be of bad character. Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) mention three compromises that can solve 
upcoming disagreements in a group traveling together: 
 

• Let the journey be supervised by a dominant member in the group (traveling guide). 

• Each member in the group will have the possibility to go away by themselves, during 
parts of the time. 

• The group will stay together most of the time, but the trip will be planned so that 
everyone will have the opportunity to choose what they want to do during a number of 
selected days. 

 
Expressed and real motivators are mentioned by Swarbrooke & Horner (2001), as something 
that will occur if the person doesn’t want to admit in front of others what they really want. An 
example is that they want to go for a vacation filled with sex and party, but they will tell their 
relatives that they will go because they need to relax. The authors also say that expressed and 
real motivators can occur if the motive for a trip is unconscious or subconscious, or if the 
traveler says that he/she are going for a reason, but he/she hasn’t the guts to carry through to 
do what they came for.  
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) pay attention to those motivators is not only different from one 
tourist to another; they also diverge between market segments. The authors stress that tourist 
marketers of today have made the conclusion that, different ages in tourists act in a predicted 
pattern, young people wants to party, have sex, dance and drink alcohol, elderly people want 
to relax with calm activities such as boule and bingo. They also want to experience the same 
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place over and over again. Parents on the other hand according to the authors, put their kids in 
the middle, if the children likes it, they’ll like too. Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) then ask the 
question: Is this really true? Engel, Blackwell & Miniard (1993) wants to high lighten the 
importance of market segmentation, as the marketer can receive important information about 
how to develop a widespread marketing program to match the socioeconomic characteristics 
of the target market. This would contain product characteristics, media strategies, creative 
strategies, channels of distribution and pricing.  
 
The researchers have found in studies according to age during late 1990ies, that young people 
preferred vacations, which gave opportunities for activity-based holidays, while older people 
found it interesting with calm destinations filled with sightseeing opportunities. The authors 
continue their findings by mentioning that high income made the travellers yearn for nature-
based trips where they could learn about cultures and specific issues regarding the actual 
destination. Low education instead showed an interest for activities that they had never tried 
at home, and that differed a lot from their every day life. The income is also a factor that 
shows differences between the segments. Low incomers saw their vacation as an energy 
giving adventure, which builds up their self-confidence, gained from their monotony every 
day life (Swarbrooke & Horner, 2001). 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) claim, that the tourism industries have seen gender as the 
easiest demographic area, when determining differences in behavior, and which motivators 
they will trigger. However they say that there is evidence, showing that there is in fact very 
little difference between the sexes. A research where fourteen motivator factors where 
considered, only three showed important variations between the genders. According to the 
authors it was shown that, women put more value on how they want to use their holiday to: 
 

• Avoid daily hustle and bustle 

• Relax physically 

• Relax emotionally 
 
Still Dubois (2000) wants to make us aware of that the gender does differ a lot depending on 
where in the world you measure the differences. He proceeds to say that the western world 
has less difference than other parts of the world, and that is mostly depending on the culture. 
He stress that the gender is a factor that changes mainly because of culture, than by biological 
reasons.  
 
Dubois (2000) explains culture as three principal fields of influence. He continues with the 
social matrix, which is the interaction between marketers and consumers. He calls this the 
core culture value of a society. The second cultural factor is the individual behavior patterns 
that contain the daily rhythm and use of time and place that occurs for individuals in a society. 
The third factor is according to Dubois (2000) the dynamics of social interaction. He explains 
that as the learning of social roles and manners and how they change the individual over time. 
National and cultural differences are according to Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) an area that 
has been forgotten, in a time where it’s needed at most. Still they say that’s its found that 
some motivators are timeless and universal, as romance and nostalgia, and some that shows 
the opposite, for example that people from the northern part of Europe and North America 
want sun, blue warm ocean water, palms and a sun tan, when people from Middle east and 
warm countries as India, escape to higher areas where they can cool down.  
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Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) end their findings in the motivator area by mentioning the 
differences according to when the purchase has been accomplished. They say that a last 
minute decision will touch different motivators, than a trip planned several months in 
advance. The authors continue to explain that late timing will be motivated because of a 
discounted bargain or a wish to surprise a partner, while a trip planned several months in 
advance can be made because of a specific event at a specific date, where it’s important to get 
tickets to the destination at the exact time. Gnoth (1997) also stress that tourists are known for 
changing their decisions in the last minute, without any reasonable explanation. This is a fact 
that marketers have to live with, and even though it is not impossible to predict, the author 
says that it’s very difficult. 
 

2.2.3 Determinants 
Engel, Blackwell & Miniard (1993) mention personal determinants as characteristics that 
influence every individual’s awareness. They continue to say that determinants are difficult to 
predict for marketers. Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) claim, that there are two different types 
of determinants in the tourism business. The first is factors, which determine if a person can 
take a vacation, or not. The second is the main factor and it’s about, what decides the type of 
trip the person wish to take if the first factor is fulfilled. The authors leave factor number one 
here, and aim completely at the latter.  
 
The type of trip taken is built on many variables: 
 

• The destination for the trip 

• When the trip will be taken 

• The mode of travel to be used 

• The duration of the trip 

• Who will be included in the holiday, alone, family, few close friends or group 

• Type of accommodation 

• Activities undertaken by the tourist during the holiday 

• How much money will be spent on the trip 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) then divide those determinants into subgroups: 
 

• Personal to the tourist 

• External to the tourist 
 
They present these determinants in two figures 2.3 personal and 2.4 external. The authors 
state that both figures are simplified pictures, but they serve to exemplify the variety of 
determinants that exist.  
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The authors continue with the fact that all determinants will be considered differently, as 
individuals will weigh them. They go on with saying that the individual’s attitudes, 
personalities and lifestyle, principles, fears and past experiences are important issues, both 
personal and external. As an example they say that extrovert people normally are more open 
for views from friends and surroundings, and introverts prefer to trust their own knowledge 
and experiences. They also say that well educated people with an interest about the 
international arena, are more restricted against countries with low human evaluation and bad 
environmental objectives. The researchers go on with that it is important to know that 
determinants can be both constraints and facilitators. Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) also high 
lighten that the significance in every determinant will change over time, as all people gets 
older, some change family structure and many of the travelers receive more experiences as a 
tourist. The authors also mention that it exists extreme cases as fear of flying. They want to 
pay attention to such determinants and that they are difficult for the tourism business to 
satisfy. Fear of flying is one of the worst examples for the tourism, but they try to solve that 
problem with “fear of flying courses”. 
 

Figure2.3: Personal determinants of tourist behavior 

 
Source: Adapted from “Consumer behavior in tourism” by Swarbrooke, J & Horner, S. 
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The authors also mention the new big economy that forces wealthy people to stay at the 
office, even though they long for a holiday. This is according to the authors solved with more 
themed weekend trips that don’t need too much time, and don’t take too long to plan. The 
same problem happens with low incomers, although they are forced to work to survive, 
instead of making more money. The latter is also harder to reach as they are restricted by their 
income. Song & Wong (2003) reinforce this by mention their founding’s about how the 
economy affects the choice of destination. They have found that even though tourism demand 
is affected by several factors, as social, cultural, demographical and geographical the main 
reason for people, to travel or not is mostly depending of the economic factor. The tourism 
market tries to solve this problem with offering low-priced last minute trips, or other 
discounted holiday experiences. At the end, the authors say that the tourism industry can use 
this in two ways. They can exploit valuable determinants and find ways to gain economy in 
them, or seek to influence them again with other solutions.  
 

Figure 2.4: External determinants of tourist behavior 

 
Source: Adapted from “Consumer behavior in tourism” by Swarbrooke, J & Horner, S. 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) go on with mentioning unforeseen circumstances, in both a 
positive a negative way. Two examples are if a skier has planned a skiing holiday to the 
French Alps, and break a leg a week before the departure. The other if a family have realized 
that they can’t afford a holiday in Thailand during Christmas, but then find out in late 
November that the parents have won 100 000 Swedish crowns (SEK) on their family lottery-
ticket, which they have bought every week since forever.  
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) high lighten the issue of price as the best illustration of how the 
tourism market tries to influence and exploit determinants. They continue with the fact that 
humans overall feel happy if they have made effect on the price. Therefore the travel industry 
tries to market themselves with cheap offers in a myriad of ways, free insurances, kids travel 
for free, 20% off if booking online etc. However, Engel, Blackwell & Miniard (1993) mention 
an important factor to consider for marketers, and that is that high incomers tend to search less 
than low incomers regarding price hunting.  

Global, political, economic, social and technological factors 

National, society-wide, political, economic, social and technological  

The influence of the media 

The marketing activities of the tourism industry 

Wiews of friends and relatives 

 

Individual tourist 
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According to Simon (1978) rational decision-making has been known as a negative way of 
acting. Research has shown the opposite, and today rational decision-making is today 
accepted as a valuable tool for difficult decisions and problem solving. Swarbrooke & Horner 
(2001) say that everyone doesn’t always think before they act, which will bring them in a 
situation that they shouldn’t be in. An example is a young family with small kids, where both 
are unemployed or have low income. The stress and austere in their daily life almost forces 
them to take a vacation, even though they can’t afford it.  
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) proceed their findings with the complexity in determinants 
made by a group instead of an individual person. A group has a set of determinants on its own 
even though the individual can have a set that doesn’t fit at all. This is according to the 
authors when the individual has to compromise. An example is if a big group has one person 
that is scared to death by flying. That person does not mean to be nasty; he/she just hopes to 
get some understanding for his/her situation. This will at the end most often make the group to 
choose another way for transport. Dubois (2000) says that decisions are seldom made by an 
individual, even though the decision it selves will be used by only one person. He state that 
even individual decisions in some way needs to be weighed against other opinions. 
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) mention how the time affects the meaning of the determinants, 
people that was to Cyprus 20 years ago, and wants to go back to experience the calm 
atmosphere and the untouched Greek culture. They will probably return home as an 
unsatisfied crowd as Cyprus today has developed into something completely else.  
 
Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) bring up facts about how the tourism business overall, tries to 
affect tourism behavior and their determinants. Agencies in the traveling business make 
packages that attract chosen segments, for example full service for those who have health 
problems, physical defects, and allergies. The authors also point out issues like, service for 
kids, discount deals for low incomers, or for those who like to search for bargains and the 
opportunity to buy with credit card with payback time over a period of time. They end their 
discussion about how determinants affect traveler’s choice of holiday, by stressing the 
importance of making up with unhappy customers at once. If not there are big chances that 
they will boycott the travel agency, Flight Company, hotel etc, even if the problem they 
experienced was of very insignificant issue (ibid). Dubois (2000) strengthens this by saying 
that marketers have to consider that all people are not as easy to satisfy. He states, that high 
incomers tend to complain more than low incomers. Further on he says that the more the 
customer is involved, the higher the risk is to receive complaints if the purchase doesn’t bring 
exactly what the customer expected.  
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2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A conceptual framework helps the researcher to take out relevant theories from the literature 
review, and put them in relation to the research problem. It should deal with, existing research 
and its relevance for the topic, relevant theoretical perspectives and key ideas to make a frame 
for the research approach (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The conceptual framework has been 
developed to bring answers, strictly from the tourism companies’ point of view. 

2.3.1 Online experience 
For the first research question the authors have chosen to rely on theories, presented by 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006), as they during the research have shown to have the most recent 
studies. They have also covered many issues in one place compared to other authors that just 
touch parts of the area in several researches. They have described their theories regarding web 
design characteristics as elements for marketers to consider, achieving interest from Internet 
users.  
 

Table 2.1: Online experience elements 
Online experience elements  

Presentation elements (aesthetics) • Colors 

• Interactivity 

• Consistency 

• Simplicity 

• Convenience 

• Speed 

Content • Customer demand 

• Customer service information 
Accessibility • Search engine optimising 
Navigation • Navigation standards 

• Sections and levels on the website 

• Search tool 
Transaction pages • Booking, handling money 
Security, privacy and authority • Handling customer data 

2.3.2 Offline experience 
To the second research question the authors have chosen to use the developed model from 
Maslow, made by González & Bello (2002). They have made the basic needs ladder of 
Maslow into a model that suits the tourism industry which is relevant in the study. Regarding 
this research the three following factors will be investigated in a closer perspective. 
 

Table 2.2: Needs 
 

 

Needs 
• Physiological 

• Safe/security 

• Fulfilment 
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Regarding determinants, Swarbrooke & Horner (2001), have shown to offer the best theories 
in this study, as they are most up-to-date to explain how determinants work in the decision 
making for tourists. The theories from them also cover what other authors have come up with 
in their researches. The theory has shown that it is easier to accept that the tourists have 
already gone through their determinant stage, when they start their journey or when they 
arrive to the destination. From that point it’s easier to accept, that some determinants have 
already made an effect on the tourists. Here the marketers will get a chance to affect the 
individual tourist or the clustered groups travel experience to the better. Determinants that 
have been found interesting because of their connection to tourism, traveling, accommodation 
etc are taken from Swarbrooke & Horner (2001), and they are: 

 

Table 2.3: Determinants 

Determinants 
• Destination  

• When the trip will be taken 

• Travel mode 

• Duration  

• Participants, alone, family, few close 
friends or group 

• Accommodation 

• Activities undertaken by the tourist. 

 
The authors have relied on the theories by Hoffman & Bateson (1997) & Swarbrooke & 
Horner (2001) regarding service characteristics, and how they affect human decisions. The 
theories above are chosen as, service characteristics needs to be considered for everyone that 
acts in the tourism business. Hoffman & Bateson (1997) & Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) have 
presented four unique characteristics that services are known for. 
 

Table 2.4: Service characteristics 
Service characteristics 

• Intangibility 

• Inseparability 

• Heterogeneity 

• Lack of ownership 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

 
This chapter explains and validates the choices of methodology approaches taken, to be able 

to answer the stated research questions. The chapter gives the reader adequate information 

about the methods to be able to measure reliability and validity. 

 

3.1 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
 
A descriptive approach is the same as describing a phenomenon. The descriptions can involve 
already existing conditions, or conditions that have occurred during the research. Descriptive 
research is when the research is limited to a few aspects of the chosen phenomenon (Patel and 
Davidsson, 2003). The descriptive approach explains the chosen phenomenon in “Why?” and 
“How?” terms. A descriptive approach is often used when the questions asked, are very 
common (Ejvgård, 2003). It will also give the researchers an opportunity to study and 
describe the phenomenon during existing conditions. Furthermore it is possible to limit the 
problems to a few, which simplify a deeper study. As more than one interview was conducted, 
a descriptive approach was suitable, because the same phenomenon was studied but from 
different views. 
 
A descriptive approach was suitable to the study, as the authors aimed for a common business 
area and, wanted to know “how” the chosen target met the tourism that had occurred through 
the Internet. The chosen approach also helped to understand “why” and “how” the tourists 
could be segmented. The depth regarding the marketing in the area the authors aimed for was 
reached, if they used a descriptive approach. The study also served them with information 
from two different angles, offline and online, and how they worked together.  
 

3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
A qualitative approach is when data is based on meanings, expressed through words. The 
collected data will then result in non-standardized data, requiring classifications into 
categories (Saunders et al., 2003). The qualitative method is very limited in the way it is 
formalized and has, mainly an understandable purpose. The main thing in this method is to 
collect data to receive a deeper understanding of the studied phenomenon, and to illustrate the 
context that the phenomenon exists in. The method indicates closeness to the source where the 
data is collected. When using a qualitative method, the researcher strives to look at the 
phenomenon from the inside. These issues help the researcher to create a deeper and more 
complete picture of the phenomenon (Holme and Solvang, 1997). A qualitative approach has 
shown to suit this study because it involves humans and their behaviors, which is an area that 
is difficult to describe with numbers. A qualitative approach is also according to Yin (2003) 
the best way of handling answers from a case study, when they are asked in “why” and “how” 
terms. The authors chose to target the tourism business in a deeper way, and the qualitative 
approach was most appropriate, as quantitative approach would not offer anything else but 
“yes or no” answers. The qualitative approach also gave the advantage to get closer to the 
chosen target, which at the end strengthen the validity in the thesis. 
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3.3 RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
A case study is a research approach that aims to investigate a smaller group in a deeper way. 
A “case” can be a situation, an organization, an individual, or a group. (Patel and Davidsson, 
2003) The case study is an empirical research, which investigates a current phenomenon in its 
actual environment, when the boundaries between the phenomenon and its environment are 
not entirely clear. The case study method is used to investigate a situation in its natural 
environment, and when that situation brings relevance for the phenomenon (Yin, 2003). The 
purpose of making a case study is to use a small sample from a big population, and to describe 
their reality to explain the case (Ejvegård, 2003). According to Yin (2003) the core of a case 
study is to enlighten one or several decisions: why they were taken, how they were 
implemented, and finally the outcome of the decision. He proceeds to say that it’s impossible 
to study everything that is relevant for the research area, but that a case study provides a 
random-sample that brings a comprehensive picture of the research area, even though only a 
small part of the whole will be studied. In the study the authors decided to aim for two 
objects, as they wanted to go deep in marketing, relations between sellers a buyers, and how 
the marketers in the selected area have done to understand their customer’s individual 
behavior. A case study also was suitable, as they wanted to know “why” and “how” the 
marketers made their decisions, when the Internet occurred in their business, and how the 
outcome of those decisions ended up. 
 

3.4 DATA COLLECTION 
 
Yin (2003) mention six forms of sources of evidence to collect data, documentation, archival 
records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and physical artifacts.  
 
With a qualitative direction the researcher is focusing on collecting soft data. This is done by 
doing qualitative interviews and to interpret them in an analysis (Patel and Davidsson, 2003). 
Yin (2003) says that it’s very important to be well prepared before doing the data collection. 
The researcher should build up a protocol and perform a pilot case study. A qualitative 
approach gives the opportunity to go deeper in the area (ibid). This will suit the case and 
perhaps bring us knowledge about, how to create the ultimate travel offline experience. Yin 
(2003) continues to say that if too many different case studies are used, the research will be 
too vague, and risks loosing the depth that is needed to make the conclusions reliable.   
 
A qualitative interview means that the researcher will aim to have as little control over the 
situation as possible. It’s the respondents that should bring the validity, and therefore the 
researcher should strive to let them to influence the conversation. The researcher sets the 
frames to be certain to get the answers on the relevant questions (Holme and Solvang, 1991). 
Yin (2003) says that almost no case studies will end up exactly as planned, as the researcher 
will often need to make changes in the interview guide, or he/she needs to find a new case to 
study. Holme and Solvang (1991) say that the strength with a qualitative interview, is to make 
the research situation like it was taken from a conversation in a real life situation. Yin (2003) 
mention, that a data collection should follow a formal plan.  Still he stress that some relevant 
information may not be predictable. In the study qualitative interviews with the marketing 
department were made to collect data. The interviews were held partly formalized, as a 
reassurance to get the answers on the relevant questions, and not let the respondents get away 
from the topic. An interview guide was developed, from theory, to make sure that the 
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interviews were held on track. The questions were formulated less strict so that the 
respondents could answer in an open and descriptive way. 
 
Kvale (1997) says that a partly open interview, gives the respondent an opportunity to use 
sidetracks that might be of relevance for the research, although it’s not in the interview guide. 
Ejvegård (2003) claim, that in a discussing, semi-structured interview, the guide will contain a 
plan over subjects, which should be covered, and proposals of questions. It is practical to use 
a recorder during the interview, to be able to listen and type the interview afterwards. A 
recorder can also be a disadvantage, as the respondent might feel embarrassed and answer the 
questions more carefully. The interviews were held more like a discussion instead of a 
traditional interview, which hopefully gave different approaches that has been ignored or 
unseen. The authors might realize that ignored phenomenon was in fact relevant for the 
research area. By comparing the interview to formal theories the researcher made sure that no 
important details was missed. When taping the interview the interviewers could concentrate 
on asking questions and listen to the answers and if necessary, ask complementing questions 
if the answer is unclear or if any new questions occur.  
 
The data collected from the two cases in this study has been made through interviews, on spot 
with one company, and through a telephone interview with the other. To get allowance for the 
interviews, one company was contacted by telephone, and the other on spot. The best suitable 
persons in the company were then asked for an interview, and a time was set. The respondents 
were prepared by receiving an interview guide in advance. The fact that one interview were 
held by telephone did not affect the validity to the worse, as the interviewees received good 
contact with the respondent. The interview with Skellefteå tourism center also gave good and 
trustworthy information. Not as good as the Icehotel, as the respondent sometimes felt a little 
stressed up, because she needed to answer the phone a few times. Still both companies offered 
the interviewees more reliability and validity than expected. 
 
Yin (2003) mentions that reliable facts will be easier to get if using multiple sources of 
evidence. To receive that he discuss triangulation as a valuable tool to make the information 
trustworthy. Yin’s theories about using triangulation as a tool for reliability, has been used in 
this thesis. The chosen sources of evidence the research are documentation, interviews and 
direct observation.  
 
According to Yin (2003) the researchers can provide valuable information, just by using 
direct observation and come out with facts that can be seen without asking any questions. In 
this case the authors have observed and critically analyzed the companies’ websites.  
 
As the last information source, documentation received from the companies was used. The 
documents have mainly contained quantitative information about the company and their 
market. Documentation is mentioned by Yin (2003), as valuable information that can be 
viewed and analyzed over and over again, without changing meaning.  
 
Before a study starts its important to know what areas has been handled regarding the subject. 
According to Denscombe (2000), published literature helps to bring facts to the study and to 
present usable theories connected to the research area. To receive that information the authors 
used the library on Skeria in Skellefteå. They also used databases that could be used by 
students on Luleå Tekniska Universitet (LTU). These databases were Emerald, Ebsco and 
also Google scholar that can be used by everyone. The words the authors used for their 
litterateur search was “tourism marketing”, “tourism behavior”, “tourism decisions”, “tourism 
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search behaviour”, “tourism buying decision process”, “website design”, “website structure”. 
In the beginning they received more hits than wanted so they decided almost at once to use 
“tourism” in every search so more important information connected to the aim was found. 
Many articles were found, but some of them came back over and over again. Therefore a 
thread was made through the entire theory built from in general two authors, Oppenheim & 
Ward (2001) and Swarbrooke & Horner (2001), and strengthens by others.  

3.5 SAMPLE SELECTION 
 
Next step in the case study is to choose the individuals or organizations, which will serve as a 
case study. Sometimes it is easy because the research builds on a unique case, or the 
researcher has made special arrangements or has access to a specific case. At other times there 
could be several candidates that fit the case study, which brings the researcher to choose. The 
goal of the screening procedure is to identify which cases that suit the data collection (Yin, 
2003). The goal for the interview was to find a company that had an offline business, and how 
they through a website did to strengthen and widen their market.  
 
The selected companies in this study are Icehotel AB in Jukkasjärvi and Skellefteå tourism 
center. Icehotel AB was selected as a valuable source as it is one of Sweden’s biggest tourism 
attractions and they have made extreme success in their business area in a relatively short 
period of time. The Icehotel is also known all over the world as a brand. The interview with 
Icehotel AB was conducted with Dan Björk. He works for Icehotel AB, and has been in the 
tourism business in Kiruna municipally for over twenty years, where the last three years have 
been directly as the marketing manager for Icehotel AB. Skellefteå tourism center was chosen 
because they work in the tourism business with no own demand of profit. Therefore their 
information can be seen as very reliable. On Skellefteå tourism center the interview were held 
with Anna Lindfors, tourist assistant. Anna mentioned that all employees that work at the 
tourist center are called assistants. Anna should in another company be named as marketing 
manager. She started her career with two years of school related to the tourism business. She 
is 36 years old and has worked in the tourism business in Skellefteå since 1992, and at the 
tourist center since 2000. 
 

3.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Backman (1998) says that after the case study is done, the collected data has to be prepared 
and organized. A desirable technique for analyzing a case study is pattern matching. He 
continues to say that if the empirical pattern fits the already known patterns it will help to 
strengthen the case studies internal validity. Further on he mention that the cross-case 
technique is relevant to use, when a case study includes two or several companies, and this 
analysis technique explains similarities and differences between the different cases. Yin 
(2003) says that the cross-case analysis can be used, even if the case studies were performed 
separately or as parts of the same study. The technique will treat the study or studies as 
separate cases, no matter how the study or studies has been performed. In this study within-
case and cross-case analysis have been used. The within-case analysis is according to Yin 
(2003), to compare the collected data from each case separately, with the theories in the frame 
of reference. The outcome from the within-case will then be compared with each other in a 
cross-case analysis. 
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3.7 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
 
Patel and Davidsson (2003) explain validity as a questions ability to measure what it is 
supposed to measure. Yin (2003) mentions three tactics to construct validity when doing case 
studies. First to use multiple sources of evidence, second to establish a chain of evidence, and 
third, a tactic where the researcher has a draft of the case study report reviewed by key 
informants. He goes on and says that the first and second tactics are relevant during data 
collection. External validity deals with the problem whether a study is appropriate beyond the 
immediate case. Single cases offer a poor basis for generalizing, a theory should be tested on 
more than one case with similar starting to insure validity. When replications have been made, 
the results might be accepted as strong support for a theory (ibid). The validity was 
strengthened because two interviews were made, with two different companies. The different 
cases then where compared through a cross-case analysis, and differences and similarities 
were revealed.  
 
Yin (2003) continues to explain high reliability, as a fact if the same study can be repeated, 
with the same operations, and come up with the same results. Further on he says that the best 
way of approaching the reliability problem is to work, as if someone is looking over your 
shoulder, which makes you to do as many operational steps as possible. He proceed and say 
that a good standard when doing case studies is to perform the research, so that anyone can 
repeat it and get the same results. Further on he high lighten that low reliability gives low 
validity, but high reliability is no guarantee for high validity. To know what is measured the 
measuring techniques have to be reliable, and be performed in a reliable way. Patel and 
Davidsson (2003) say that complete reliability is a condition for complete validity. Following 
an interview guide during the interviews strengthened the reliability. All interviews were 
conducted in the same way. All methods for data collection were strictly followed and the 
authors own judgment was not allowed during this process. 
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4 DATA PRESENTATION 

 

The purpose with this chapter is to present empirical data, collected from two case studies. 

The conceptual framework presented has been used as a guide through the case studies, 

together with two research questions. To provide the research with differences, the choice of 

companies were made so the companies aimed towards different markets, Scandinavian 

tourists and international tourists. First presented is what business the companies are acting 

in and how they are structured, and further on the data, found in each case according to the 

research questions is presented. The case studies bring qualitative data and are intended to 

provide the thesis answers in a why, which and how perspective. In this study a personal 

opinion of the companies was created, by observing their websites. Second an interview with 

each company was made to bring deeper knowledge.  

 

4.1 CASE ONE: ICEHOTEL AB 
 
Icehotel AB was founded in Jukkasjärvi in the late 80ies. It’s a village in Sweden, 200 km 
north of the pole circle. The ice hotel theme started after some Japanese tourists decided to 
sleep one night in an ice igloo (Arctic hall) specially built on the Torne River, to show a 
vernisage by the French artist Jannot Derid. The interest for similar igloos but in a bigger 
scale grew, and so was the idea born. From the start until today, everything in ice regarding 
their concept is taken from the Torne River. 
 
Today Icehotel AB is known internationally and their theme is spread around the globe in the 
form of ice bars. Those bars are used to market the Jukkasjärvi entire ice concept, and they are 
all made of ice taken from the Torne River. Today the ice bars can be experienced in 
Stockholm, Copenhagen, Milan, London and Tokyo and of course in Jukkasjärvi.  
 
Icehotel AB has grown from the first igloo, to a full experience event with ice and snow as the 
major theme. They offer everything from marriages in the ice church, accommodations in the 
ice hotel to different kind of activities, made during one day up to a week. The events stretch 
from acceptable prices to the extreme. All this is surrounded by ice sculptures made by artist 
from the entire world. The hotel offers both warm and cold accommodation. Everything made 
in ice melts during the summer is rebuilt again every winter. 
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4.1.1 How can the online tourism experience be described? 
 
Presentation elements 
Colors: The website brings the feeling of being surrounded by ice, because of the white 
background and light blue frames. The interview confirmed that the color selection was well 
over thought, and that the idea was as the authors experienced the website on spot. The 
Icehotel AB has appointed an art design group that works continuously with the design 
offline, and have a close relationship with the online supervisor that implement their ideas to 
the website. 
 

Interactivity: This is a spot where nothing special for attracting tourists could be found. The 
website has a frequently asked question section FAQ that is supposed to take care of parts of 
the unwanted interaction. Except for that the website offers a “contact us” option where direct 
questions can be sent as mails or by direct telephone contact. The real interactivity as bloggs, 
forums, chat rooms or functions directly aimed to kids is missing completely. The marketing 
manager told the authors during the interview that this was not their idea at the moment, but 
he said that they maybe have to consider it in the future. The problem with a forum as they 
saw it was that it needs lots of attention and needs to be critically reviewed daily to make it 
serious. The website is mainly meant to bring information to the users, about what the 
destination has to offer. Still Dan was aware of that many websites in the tourism business, 
today offered functions as games and similar to attract young kids. Sooner or later we might 
have to consider that also he said.  
 
Consistency: The website offers a consistent layout that follows a theme that gets the users to 
feel familiar with previously visited pages on the site. The interview showed that this was 
implemented on the site by purpose. 
 
Simplicity: The website shows what the user expect to find, but in a time consuming way, as 
the user needs to click forward several times to come to the point and where every click uses 
time to update the page. According to Dan this is the factor that he by himself has found most 
irritating on the site, and he said that they worked at this moment to change this function.  
 
Convenience: The convenience of the site is missing, mostly because of the many clicks to get 
to where the user wants to be. The authors found all relevant information on the site, but 
because of the missing interaction it feels boring after a while. It feels like reading a book, 
page after page with no thought from the company to get the user to feel comfortable with the 
site.  
 
Speed: The speed of the website works with no flaws. Dan told during the interview that they 
have used the same web distributor since the beginning and they have never felt unsatisfied.  
 
Content 
Customer demand: No matter theoretically what the website visitor search for, they’ll find it 
on the website as long as it’s connected with Jukkasjärvi Icehotel and their concept. The 
website offers all important aspects that you can need as a tourist. That involves all you need 
to know before the trip, during the trip and after the trip. The users can also book their trips by 
telephone. A missing factor is the opportunity to book online. This is a factor that they are 
aware of, and the plan is to implement the site with an online booking function during May 
2007. 
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Customer service information: The website provides the users with a FAQ section. The site 
also offers a contact us section where addresses and phone number can be found. During the 
interview it was found that Icehotel AB receives huge amounts of e-mails, and that they 
answer them all. 
 
Accessibility 
Search engine optimization: The authors as Swedes found it difficult to find the Icehotel on 
Google, as they searched for the Swedish definition “Ishotellet”. This was mentioned during 
the interview, and the answer was that this was made by purpose as they work hard to bring 
out their marketing name “ICEHOTEL”, even in Sweden. If you search for “icehotel” they 
will occur in first place on Google.  
 
Navigation 
Navigation standards: The website is easy to navigate on and all important headings are there. 
Dan said that they don’t follow any common standards that can be found in their business 
environment. Instead they follow their own tracks and try to improve the navigation standards 
and their functions over time. 
 
Sections and levels on the website: This is a factor that has much in common with the 
convenience factor. The website is built up with too many levels, which makes it more time 
consuming than it has to be. As mentioned above, this is a factor that they are trying to solve 
as soon as possible. 
 
Search tool: The website doesn’t have a search tool. In Dan’s opinion they didn’t need a 
search engine, because, he thought that the FAQ section on their website covered most of the 
user’s questions.    
 
Transaction pages 
Booking, handling money: Their booking system is today only developed to be a telephone 
service. This makes them to not be involved with any money transfers on the Internet. Dan 
said during the interview, that they are aiming for a start with an online booking service in 
May 2007.  
 
Security, privacy and authority 
Handling customer data: Today they don’t need to consider any personal customer security 
that has to do with accounts and money transfers, as they don’t provide that service yet. As 
mentioned above they will start an online booking system in May 2007, so they are well 
aware of that the personal security will occur as a need from their customers soon. They have 
thought of this In advance, and they already provide the customers with promising a secure 
way of handling customer data. This is clearly mentioned in the “about this website” section, 
where they mention that they follow 

4.1.2 How can the offline tourism experience be described? 

Customer needs 
Physiological: Icehotel AB takes for granted that the accommodation, food and other 
physiological needs are served as the customers expected or better. What they see as the main 
task is to fulfill two main needs that the tourists had before the trip to Jukkasjärvi started. The 
esthetical expectations that the tourists have must be at least similar as expected. The second 
task is to make sure that the tourist’s expectations about the winter landscape are presented 
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from its best side. Dan said during the interview that they are more than satisfied about how 
they have managed, as they close to always hear their customers more than satisfied.  
 
Safe/security: To reduce the unsafe feelings that can occur before a journey, especially to a 
cold place as Jukkasjärvi, they bring out as much needed information as possible on the 
website. There their visitors can see that the Icehotel provides everything that is needed for a 
complete winter event, and that comfortable issues like bathrooms are offered in the same 
way as they are in warm hotels.  
 
Fulfillment: To make the entire trip for their customers, a once in a lifetime positive 
experience they tailor make every trip for each and every tourist or group. On spot the tourists 
have their own guide that can be reached in a moment 24 hours a day. Six times a year they 
send out newsletters by e-mail to all previous customers.  
 
Determinants 
Destination: Icehotel AB has a close relationship with Kiruna municipally and other 
companies in the area. They also co-operate with tourism-based companies in the northern 
part of Norway. All those relations are built to gain interest for Jukkasjärvi, the Icehotel and 
the area overall as a complete tourism destination. Dan also claimed that they did not see their 
competitors in the area as enemies. Instead he said that they needed each other, and that the 
Icehotel was the main reason for their existence, and that everyone that comes to Jukkasjärvi 
and its close area visited the Icehotel, even if the reason for the visit depended on something 
else.  
 
When the trip will be taken: Dan explained that their entire concept was built with the Torne 
River as the main thing. The area has a vast amount of nature activities to offer, but even 
though they changes when the season changes, they still keep the concept based on the river. 
The winter season with the Ice hotel starts in mid December, and stretch to the end of April. 
The summer season is available from mid June to the end of September. During the summer 
the Torne River offers melting ice and water activities with daylight 24 hours during three 
months. 
 
Travel mode: Jukkasjärvi is located 12 km from Kiruna airport and 17 km from Kiruna train 
station. Mondays-Fridays there are local buses from Kiruna bus station. The only thing owned 
by Icehotel AB that is connected to the travel mode is transfer by bus from Kiruna airport to 
the Icehotel. Everything else is regarding transport is built on co-operation with local 
businesses. 
 
Duration: The average duration for the Icehotel guests is 2½ nights, one night cold and one to 
two nights warm. Dan said that they wanted them to stay longer but that it was difficult to 
accomplish as their concept was built as a “one in a lifetime” experience and because of that it 
is expensive. Still he said that their visitors during the winter often build up a need for seeing 
the nature in Jukkasjärvi during the summer.  
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Participants: Icehotel AB separates the tourists in three groups, conference guests (35%), 
leisure (60%) and local people (5%). Dan also mentioned that it is possible to make segments 
out of the head groups, depending on structure.  
 
Accommodation: Tourists have according to Dan different needs when it comes to the 
accommodation. Some want to see the Icehotel and the architecture that surrounds it, but 
prefer to stay at cheaper hotels. Therefore Icehotel AB also helps to market nearby hotels and 
other sorts of accommodation, to strengthen the Jukkasjärvi and Kiruna area.  
 
Activities: Except for the Icehotel and events connected to it, they have the possibility to offer 
snowmobile tours, owned by them. Other activities that they offer are built by co-operating 
with small private companies in the area. Examples of such hired activities are helicopter 
tours, sleds pulled by Siberian huskies, ice car driving sponsored by SAAB and river rafting 
during summer.  
 
Service characteristics 
Icehotel AB is well aware of the service characteristics and to enhance their brand they work 
a lot with co-branding. Examples of their co-relations are SAAB cars, Absolute vodka and 
Energizer batteries that alone help the Icehotel concept to reach one billion people all over the 
world. They also receive marketing by 500-800 journalists every year. This is bonus 
marketing for the Icehotel, and it costs them just the service during their stay at the Icehotel, 
and is published all over the world. Their way of co-branding also strengthens the service 
value on spot for the tourists, as their journey is connected to many of the world’s most 
famous brands in each area. To improve the tourists post purchase feelings, they send a 
newsletter to their old customers and their co-operators six times a year. To companies that 
have bought conference services from the Icehotel, they offer a more personal valued relation 
built on private follow-ups. New relations are built all the time and are seen as very important. 
 

4.2 CASE TWO: SKELLEFTEÅ TOURIST CENTER 
 
Skellefteå tourist center is a division under Skellefteå municipally, which works with 
marketing Skellefteå municipally and neighbor municipals that co-work to market the area in 
a bigger perspective. The tourist center does not work to gain profits, their task is to make 
Skellefteå municipal popular for tourists that at the end will bring profits to businesses in the 
area. Today the division has three employees that share the daily job. Anna has helped us to 
bring answers the interview guide.  
 
Skellefteå area is known for their mining experience since almost 80 years back and that is 
something they are trying to bring out as a main event to their visitors. Västerbottens County 
is also famous for their Västerbottens ost (cheese) and that is also a main marketing theme 
they try to bring out. The tourist center also has a close relationship with Skellefteå camping 
and Byske camping, owned by Skellefteå municipal. It’s important to understand that they do 
not just market businesses owned by the municipal, but all companies that can offer value for 
Skellefteå municipals visitors. 
 
Skellefteå municipally started their online service 1991, and the tourist center have recently 
changed website supplier. Therefore the authors will have the opportunity to compare two 
websites from the same company/division. 
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4.2.1 How can the online tourism experience be described? 
Presentation elements 
Colors old website: The website manager on the tourist division does not have the possibility 
to change the website colors or structure. The website colors are developed by their website 
supplier which has experience among the internet culture since 15 years back, and Anna told 
us during the interview that she didn’t know why they have chosen the colors they have. 
Although she liked them, and was not worried that there distributor has made a mistake 
regarding this issue. The website is built and developed to stay as it is, regarding structure and 
colors.  
 
The authors can only agree with Anna as the chosen colors feel warm and friendly and is 
suitable for an information website.  
 
Colors new website: Anna said during the interview that she didn’t like that they had to be 
forced to use Skellefteå municipality colors, as they are boring. The blue logo has existed 
since almost ever for Skellefteå and it does not bring the warm feeling to a website.  
 
Again the authors agree with Anna, and need to say that they have taken more than one step 
back with the development of a website. The background color is white on the new website 
and all it does is to bring the feeling of coldness and sterility. White background together with 
simple black text makes it look like a bad version of a Word document. 
 
Interactivity old website: The website offers the users to send contact e-mails, to send 
postcards from the website, to find maps and to make personal brochures.  
 
The interactivity has been found to be very well over thought and it brings lots of value to the 
website. You must also consider that those functions have been available since the beginning 
of the 21st century, very good.  
 

Interactivity new website:  The new website offers contact e-mails and a web assistant called 
Marklund that helps the users with answers if needed. Anna said that they plan to implement 
the functions they had on the old website to the new one, but she didn’t knew when it will be 
done.  
 
The authors find the interactivity okay, but it cannot be compared with the old website as that 
had more functions and was easier to interact with. 
 
Consistency old website: Anna said that the layout was the same through the website and that 
the users will recognize the site where ever they are on it.  
 
The consistency is very good, and they have also thought about words put together in short 
welcome phrases regarding the theme at every first page. The background colors changes for 
each theme, and that makes it even more pleasant for the user. The website is built with 
frames, which gives every page the same structure and menus.  
 
Consistency new website: Anna compared the consistency regarding the two websites and 
found them very similar. Still she felt more for the old one because of the layout. 
 
Both websites are built with frames and the consistency is very similar. Although it’s easy to 
understand why Anna liked the old one more, as the new is very boring. 
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Simplicity old website: The website is according to Anna easier to understand than the new 
one, as the user knows from the beginning that he/she is on a website related to tourism in 
Skellefteå. The website also works more smoothly between the pages (number of clicks). The 
start page also tells the user everything they offer and how to find it with easy buttons. 
 
The authors find the website very easy to navigate. It says what it should in an easy way, and 
the colors that perhaps can be seen as old school, still gives the site more plusses than minuses 
as they help the user to navigate in an easy way. 
 
Simplicity new website: To begin with the new website offers the users many things related to 
the municipality, that doesn’t make any sense for the ones that search for tourist related 
material. Anna said that sometimes, simple information like, changed opening times for the 
library makes the more event based information come in second hand. The website does also 
offer the users to click more than necessary, as the start page is not relevant for tourism, the 
user needs to click and search to come where he/she wants. The search function does not work 
at all for the tourism as its function make the user to find non-relevant information connected 
to the municipally. Anna said that they worked on that, and hoped to change it soon.  
 
The authors found the search function not working at all for the tourists. The website is also 
difficult to navigate on as the user will not understand at once what is relevant for tourism or 
not.  
 

Convenience old website: The website is very easy and uses warm colors, which makes it to 
feel inviting. The website serves its purpose and a guess is that most of the users will feel 
relaxed when they visit it. 
 
Convenience new website: In Anna’s opinion she didn’t like that they was locked to use the 
municipal’s colors as they make the website gray and boring. She also didn’t like the static 
information that has to be mixed into the tourism information she worked with. This is issues 
that she couldn’t change as the functions are planned to be like that on Skellefteå municipal’s 
website.  
 
The authors agree with this. 
 

Speed old & new website: None of the websites can be blamed to be slow as they answer fast. 
Still the old server seems to be a little faster. 
 
Content 
Customer demand: Both websites offer most of the important information that a tourist will 
need before and during a visit to Skellefteå and its surroundings. The new website also 
includes many things that don’t have to do with tourist information, such as daily information 
to the citizens of Skellefteå. 
 
Customer service information: Both sites have a “contact us” function and a search tool. The 
old website has a classic search field where the user spell a word related to what they want, 
and the new site has an assistant who the visitor can ask questions.  
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Accessibility 
Search engine optimization: The old website is more effectively optimized against search 
engines and will occur on first place on Google if you search for “Skellefteå turism” or 
“Skelleftea tourism”. The same words on the new website make them occur on 8th and 6th 
place. Anna mentioned during the interview that one reason for them to change from the old 
website was that it was built on Java script, which makes it difficult to reach for everyone that 
uses Mac or Linux. 
 

Navigation 
Navigation standards: Anna told the authors that the website follows a standard and that’s 
why all municipal websites look almost the same. The tourist section on the website also 
follows a standard, used by the majority in the tourism business. That is to offer information 
about accommodation, events, food, shopping and other important issues that follows with the 
tourism all over the world.  
 
Sections and levels on the website: The websites act different as the old one is heading just for 
Skellefteås tourism and the new one for everything that has to do with Skellefteå. When you 
have found the right start-level, they will both act in the same way.  
 
Search tool: Both websites use a search tool. The old one a classic search field and the new 
one a search assistant.  
 
Transaction pages 
Booking, handling money: At the moment they don’t offer any money transaction options. 
One of their co-operators “nöjeskusten” (pleasure coast) will though soon make money 
transaction options available, and they will, be supervised by the municipals that are involved 
in the co-work. 
 
Security, privacy and authority 
Handling customer data: The only customer information they are involved with today is that 
they offer a service where the tourist can order brochures by e-mailing your name and 
address. Directly after they have sent the brochure they delete all information about the 
customer. At this moment they are working on a new database where the users can register 
and then be offered specific issues regarding their interests, for example golf news and 
shopping.  

4.2.2 How can the offline tourism experience be described? 
Customer needs 
Physiological: 80 percent of the tourists are from Norway, and they visit Skellefteå in the 
summer. Their greatest wish is also their need and that is to come to warm weather and sun. 
This is though impossible to fulfill. Easier to offer is the tourists need of accommodation and 
food. Still most tourist come during the summer and this is the season where Skellefteå can 
offer a good variety of camping’s especially Byskes five stars camping that are close to the 
ocean which is one of Sweden’s most appreciated camping. They can also offer Skellefteå 
city’s camping, a four star camping just 1, 5 kilometer from the center of the city. Skellefteå 
camping is normally needed to be booked in advance as it is always full.  Another need that is 
easier to serve is the Norwegians need for shopping. 
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Safe/security: Skellefteå municipally most frequent tourists are re-visitors or tourists that have 
heard of Skellefteå by word of mouth. This issue makes them feel more comfortable and safe 
in their choice of destination.  
 

Fulfillment: Västerbottens County is known for the cheese and the mining industry. This is 
something that the tourism center tries to lift out, together with some other special cultural 
events to make the tourist remember Skellefteå and its surroundings as a special thing. 
 
Determinants 
Destination: The reason why Skellefteå tourist center exists is to gain tourists to the 
municipally. It is an advantage for the tourist to know that the tourist center does not work for 
profit, and that they market the area without thinking of anything else but attracting people to 
visit Skellefteå and their surroundings. Skellefteå municipally tries to market themselves as a 
mining area and then particularly as a gold mining area. Boliden mining has been known for 
over 80 years, and to make this issue even bigger Skellefteå has started something they call 
“Guldriket” (gold country). For tourists they have built a concept made on the mining, which 
can be experienced on several places in the area between Norsjö-Lycksele-Malå, but they also 
cooperate with Norrbotten County to make it even bigger. To strengthen this event they visit 
northern parts of Norway to market themselves.  
 
According to the tourist center the biggest reason why Skellefteå receive so many tourists 
from particularly Norway is because of the shopping and the sun. The sun is something they 
can’t do anything about, but they market Skellefteå as a shopping experience. 2005 Skellefteå 
won the price, as the shopping town of the year in Sweden.  
 
When the trip will be taken: Most of the tourists visit Skellefteå municipally during the 
summer, and then mainly during the industry semester in June and July, but the tourism center 
also tries to come up with new events to spread the amount of tourists over the year.  
 
Travel mode: Skellefteå market them on the Internet as a destination 70 minutes from 
Stockholm. Anna said that Skellefteå can be reached in every mode, it’s up to the tourist to 
choose. 
 
Duration: Anna told the authors that it was difficult for them to measure this, as they are 
handling the area and not a single event. She said that it is common though, for Norwegians to 
spend their entire vacation here. 
 
Participants: Skellefteå municipal’s tourists are mainly families from Scandinavia. Anna told 
during the interview that they didn’t put any effort in marketing Skellefteå as a sun and 
bathing area for Europeans, as they have better climate for that at home.   
 
Accommodation: The tourist center market hotels, camping’s, hostels and also private rooms 
and houses for rent during the summer. The hotels, camping’s etc are marketed for free. 
Private accommodation as houses and apartments though need to pay a fee to get registered 
through the tourism center.  
 
Activities: As Norway stands for 80% of Skellefteås tourists, the shopping and the sun will 
always occur as the main reason for them to visit Sweden’s northern coastline. All municipals 
in that area has their own ideas to attract tourists except for with the shopping and the sun and 
bath that they cannot affect. Examples from Skellefteå are ice driving with cars in Svansele 
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and snow mobile safaris. Skellefteå municipally are known for their well-prepared snow 
mobile tracks that can be used by everyone that have their own snowmobiles. The major 
attractions to market the area will continue to be the cheese and the mining industry. The 
tourist center is also making customer investigations through a few chosen accommodation 
places, such as Skellefteå and Byske camping. These investigations are made to receive 
knowledge about, what activities they would like to be offered next time they visit.  
 
Service characteristics 
Skellefteå municipally tries to strengthen the area with brochures that they send to people that 
have moved from Skellefteå. This brochure is printed in 58000 copies. Skellefteå and Byske 
camping send out Christmas cards to their customers, to make them feel special. Skellefteå 
tourism follows a standard when they meet their customers, that are developed to make them 
feel valuable for the municipally. Anna also told the authors during the interview that they 
received many visitors because of “word of mouth”. To strengthen the area they also visit 
malls in the northern part of Norway, and market themselves by handling out brochures
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 

 
In this chapter the empirical data gathered from the two cases will be analyzed. Similarities 

and differences between the theory and the empirical data will be presented here separately 

by each research question. Both within-case analysis and cross-case analysis will be 

conducted. In the analysis the authors have chosen to separate Skellefteå tourist centers old 

and new website. The old will be called TC1 and the new TC2, to keep them separated and 

prevent misunderstanding from the reader. 

5.1 How can the online tourism experience be described? 

5.1.1 Within-case analysis 
The empirical data will be analyzed according to the theory to see whether it supports the 
theory or not, or if some new findings will occur. First the authors will consider the first 
research question regarding the online experience. The following table is a presentation of the 
analysis of research question one. In the left column of the table the theories relied on are 
presented and the three columns on the right shows the analyzed data for the two cases 
respectively.  The symbols or coding of measurement used in this table is the following. (+/+) 
which means that the empirical data supports the theory or is in the line with theory or it is 
positive, (+/-) which means that the empirical data partially support the theory or is neutral, (-
/+) this means that something new is found in the empirical data that is not in the theories, and 
finally (-/-) which means that the empirical data do does not support the theory or it is 
negative. 
 

Table 5.1: Empirical data analysis for RQ1 

Theories Case one:  
Icehotel 

Case two TC1: 
Skellefteå 
tourism center 
(old website) 

Case two TC2: 
Skellefteå tourism 
center (new website) 

Presentation elements    

• Colours +/+ +/+ +/- 

• Interactivity -/- +/+ +/- 

• Consistency +/+ +/+ +/- 

• Simplicity -/- +/- -/- 

• Convenience +/- +/+ -/- 

• Speed +/+ +/+ +/+ 

Content    

• Customer 
demand 

+/+ +/+ +/+ 

• Customer service 
information 

+/+ +/+ +/+ 

Accessibility    

• SEO +/+ +/- +/+ 

(+/+) supports the theory 
(+/-)  partly supports the theory 
(-/+)  new findings 
(-/-)  do not support the theory 
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Extension from table 5.1 

Theories Case one:  
Icehotel 

Case two TC1: 
Skellefteå 
tourism center 
(old website) 

Case two TC2: 
Skellefteå tourism 
center (new website) 

 Navigation    

• Navigation 
standards 

+/- +/+ +/+ 

• Sections and 
levels on the 
website 

-/- +/+ +/- 

• Search tool -/- +/+ +/+ 

Transaction pages    

• Booking, 
handling money 

-/- -/- -/- 

Security, privacy and 
authority 

   

• Handling 
customer data 

+/+ +/+ +/+ 

(+/+) supports the theory 
(+/-)  partly supports the theory 
(-/+)  new findings 
(-/-)  do not support the theory 
 
Presentation elements 
Madu & Madu (2002) explain the presentation factor as visual guides that are similar, or give 
the user an understandable translation from the physical environment.  This includes patterns, 
colors and shapes of links used to bring the feeling of being in a physical store. 
 
Colors: Aladwani (2006) mentions the importance of visual presentation. He explains the 
aesthetic factors as proper use of fonts and colors. Icehotel AB supports the theory by saying 
that the idea with their chosen colors was that they should bring the feeling of an icy 
environment. The tourist centers (TC) old website TC1 support the theory, as they have built 
the site with colors that explain different themes and that should make the visitor to feel 
comfortable. The new website TC2 partly supports the theory, as they have to accept the 
colors that are used by the municipally main website. Still the main website for Skellefteå 
municipally has an idea of simplicity in the choice of colors. It doesn’t fit as good on tourism. 
 
Interactivity: Aladwani (2006) mention that interactivity is a helpful tool to capture and keep 
the user to the website. Constantinides (2004) agrees in this and mention the interactivity as a 
way for online users to share experiences and help each other with problem solving. He 
continues to explain the interactivity, also as a tool for website designers to make the users 
feel special, and not just one among others. Icehotel AB do not support this theory, as the 
intention with their website is to bring out information to the visitors and nothing more. TC1 
supports the theory with functions that makes the users feel involved. TC2 partly supports the 
theory as it misses many functions regarding interactivity that can be found on the old 
website. It will though support the theory in the future as they work on transferring all 
functions from the old to the new. 
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Consistency: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) talks about the importance of a consistent page 
layout, throughout the site. That’s because people tends to learn by patterns. Icehotel AB:s 
website supports this theory, as they follow a theme through the entire site. The website is 
also very over thought and the user can understand the idea through the site. TC1 supports the 
theory, as it is very easy to follow between the pages and functions. TC2 partly supports the 
theory. They have tried to follow the same structure on the new one, but as the new site 
struggles with information overload it is more difficult to handle. The colors also strengthened 
the old sites consistency, and that option has vanished on the new one. 
 

Simplicity: Simplicity is mentioned by Chaffey (2003) as how many levels the website uses. 
The most desirable is according to the authors two or three levels of menu, as more will make 
the site hard to understand and navigate. Icehotel AB does not support the theory, as the users 
need to click too many times to reach the wanted information. TC1 partly support the theory, 
as it is built in clear levels and it’s easy to navigate between them. The levels are not too 
many, but the users need to click several times on each level to get to the next. TC2 does not 
support the theory, as the users don’t even start on the tourism page even if the user search on 
words related to tourism in Skellefteå. When the user has found the wanted page, he/she still 
has to search to pass to the next level. 
 
Convenience: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) says that making a convenient site will also make it 
user-friendly. The more clicks, scrolls and keystrokes the user needs to accomplish the 
mission, the more errors and faults will occur. Websites with too many actions will also be 
time consuming, and that will make the user to choose a competitor instead. Icehotel AB 
partly supports the theory. It feels over thought and provides the user with important 
information that can be needed, but still it is too static. The website feels interesting in the 
beginning, but after a while it gets boring instead of the opposite where the user want to know 
more the more he/she reads. TC1 support the theory as it is simple and uses warm colors that 
makes it feel comfortable. Its functions are also easy to manage, which make the user to feel 
safe on the website. TC2 does not support the theory, as it offers static information mixed 
with non-relevant information that is provided by Skellefteå municipally. The colors that they 
have to use do not fit a site that is connected to traveling and tourism. 
 
Speed: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) stress how important it is today with a website that loads 
fast and that is working without any extra efforts from the user’s point of view. All three 
websites use fast web servers; therefore they all support the theory. 
 
Content 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) say that the content is what will bring the company their online 
lasting profits. They proceed and maintain to focus on that it is the customers demand that 
tells if the website have something to say or not. They also stress the importance of good 
customer service which can give the customers a feeling of security, and that they are special 
and not treated as one among others. 
 

Customer demand: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) mention that it is the customers demand that 
tells if the website have something to say or not. It’s therefore important to listen to the 
markets expectations, and to provide the website with relevant information. Icehotel AB 
supports this theory. They provide everything you need to know on the website, no matter if it 
is before during or after the trip. TC1 and TC2 both support the theory as they have 
information on almost everything of value for a tourist in the area.  
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Customer service information: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) bring up an important issue, which 
is to pay attention to the customer service information. Good customer service can according 
to the authors give the customers a feeling of security, and that they are special and not treated 
as one among others. Icehotel AB supports the theory. They can be reached by phone; e-mail, 
mail and they also put much effort into answering all contacts as soon as they can. Icehotel 
AB also has a FAQ page that helps them to answer the most common questions. TC:s both 
websites support the theory. They can be reached at the same way as the Icehotel. They do not 
have a FAQ section, instead an assistant (TC2) or search tool (TC1). 
 
Accessibility 
Search engine optimizing: Accessibility strategies are mentioned by Constantinides (2004) as 
a very vital necessity for the website distributors of today. He says that they need to optimize 
the site so search engines can find it. The author mentions this as most of the Internet users 
today find what they are searching for through search engines, such as Google, Yahoo and 
Eniro.  He also says that the website distributors need to consider the fact, which the site 
needs to be adaptable to the most common web browsers. Icehotel AB supports this theory. 
Although they can’t be found easily on search engines if you search in for example Swedish. 
This is done by purpose, as they want to market themselves as Icehotel. TC1 and TC2 support 
the theory regarding search engine positioning. TC2 is though more developed against 
different web browsers and can therefore offer access to almost everyone, compared to TC1 
that was built on JAVA script. That made it difficult for some Linux and Mac users to get 
access to the site.  
 
Navigation 
Navigation standards: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) say that humans tend to follow tracks, and 
they have easier to remember them if they are set up in a logical structure and follow a used 
standard. Icehotel AB:s website partly supports the theory. They do not follow a standard by 
purpose, but their own experience keeps them on the track anyway. They try to develop the 
navigation functions over time. TC:s sites support the theory. They follow a standard that is 
used by the majority in their business. 
 
Sections and levels on the website: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) mention that the website 
should be developed in sections and levels, so the user gets the feeling of the depth in the 
website. Chaffey et al. (2003) say that a rule of thumb is that it should only take maximum 
three clicks to achieve any piece of information on the site. Icehotel AB does not support this 
theory. The website is built up in to many levels. TC1 supports the theory, it follows a 
standard regarding their sections and levels. TC2 follows the same standard, but it looses its 
purpose when the new site is a sub-site to Skellefteå municipal’s main website. This makes it 
to just partly support the theory. 
  
Search tool: Oppenheim & Ward (2006) says that a search tool is another important aspect for 
a website, which helps the user to navigate fast and easy. They stress the importance of that 
the website owner must use this factor in an appropriate way. Just because a search bar is 
included, it doesn’t need to indicate pleasure for the user. Icehotel AB does not have a search 
tool, therefore they do not support the theory. TC:s both sites support the theory. TC1 uses a 
classic search field and TC2 a search assistant. 
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Transaction pages 
The last stage in the buying process is the purchase, and according to Oppenheim & Ward 
(2006) this stage is the crucial point where many customers decide to abort their buying 
decision process.  
 
Booking, handling money: None of the three cases supports this theory, as they don’t handle 
money online.  
 
Security, privacy and authority 
Oppenheim & Ward (2006) mention the importance of having high security when handling 
customer data. Customers on the Internet are also according to the authors unsecured about 
what will happen with their personal information, but this feeling can be reduced, if the 
website explains their confidential behavior.  
 
Handling customer data: Icehotel AB supports this theory. They handle all customer data 
with respect. TC:s both websites support this theory. 
 

5.1.2 Cross-case analysis 
The two cases show that they have considered the importance of presentation elements. Some 
differences can though be found. Case one and two’s TC1 is in line with the theory and show 
a clear idea regarding the use of colors, when TC2 partly support the theory as it has to accept 
the used colors chosen for the main site. Regarding the interactivity it is only TC1 that 
supports the theory completely, as the interactivity is built to serve a purpose for the users. 
Case one doesn’t offer anything at all and TC2 just small parts compared to their own old 
website. They plan to change this over time. The consistency is supported by case one and 
two’s TC1 but only partly supported in TC2, as the latter struggles to be seen among 
information that doesn’t have to do with tourism. The simplicity is not supported at all except 
for that case two’s TC1 partly supports it. Case one and TC2 are time-consuming because of 
the many clicks that are needed to reach what the visitor came for. TC1 also uses too many 
clicks, but the layout helps it to be easier to deal with. The convenience in TC1 is supported, 
as the site makes the user to feel comfortable and relaxed. The theme-based colors help the 
site to be easy to navigate on and easy to get to know. Case one partly supports the theory. It 
gives the user the information he/she needs to know, but still it’s too static, which brings 
uncomfortable feelings after a while. TC2 do not support the theory at all. It makes the 
visitors to leave the website before they have started to investigate it, as it struggles with non-
relevant information and non-comfortable layout. Speed is in the line of the theory in all 
cases, as the web-servers serve its purpose in a fast and secure way. 
 
Regarding the content, this looks to be where the Internet companies have put most effort. 
Customer demand and Customer service information are fully supported in both cases. The 
information provided on the websites is well over thought and gives the users the information 
they need to know. They also offer several ways to serve the customers, when they need to get 
in contact with the site. It is easy to find all three websites on search engines, which makes 
them, support the theory. TC1 just partly as the website is built in JAVA-script, meant that not 
everyone that finds them can get access to the site.  
 
TC1 and TC2 follow a standard regarding navigation standards. Case one does not follow a 
standard by purpose. Over time they have developed the functions on the website, so even 
though it’s not on purpose, the website has reach some kind of standardization anyway. This 
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fact makes case one only partly support the theory. The sections and levels show differences 
in all three websites. Case one does not support the theory at all, as they have too many levels, 
which bring to many clicks for the users. TC1 supports the theory and TC2 only partly as they 
still struggle with the sub-site issue. Case one does not use a search tool, which makes them 
to not support the theory. TC1 and TC2 uses two different search tools, which make them to 
support the theory.  
 
None of the three websites handle money or book events on the website which make them to 
not support the theory. Icehotel AB will start online booking during 2007. Customer data is 
handled in a secure way on all three websites, which make them to support this theory.  
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5.2 How can the offline experience be described? 
 

5.2.1 Within-case analysis 

Table 5.2 Empirical data presentation RQ2 

Theories Case one: Icehotel Case two: Skellefteå tourist 
center 

Needs   

• Physiological -/+ +/+ 

• Safe/security +/+ -/- 

• Fulfillment +/+ +/- 

Determinants   

• Destination -/+ +/+ 

• When the trip will be 
taken 

+/+ -/- 

• Travel mode +/+ +/+ 

• Duration +/- +/+ 

• Participants +/+ -/- 

• Accommodation +/+ +/+ 

• Activities +/+ -/- 

Service characteristics   

• Intangibility 

• Inseparability 

• Heterogeneity 

• Lack of ownership 

+/+ +/+ 

(+/+) supports the theory 
(+/-)  partly supports the theory 
(-/+)  new findings 
(-/-)  do not support the theory 
 
Needs 
González & Bello (2002) explain a tourist’s decision process as needs that occur for all 
tourists as the times go on in the decision process. In the conceptual framework, the authors 
have aimed to investigate three different needs that will occur for a tourist. 
 
Physiological: González & Bello (2002) claim that humans must fulfill basic needs to 
survive. They mean that tourists need to escape from the normal gray day by many reasons. 
Both cases support the theory. Icehotel AB takes for granted that the physiological needs like 
accommodation and food are fulfilled. From there they take the needs to another level, and 
work more with satisfying needs as 100% service 24 hours a day, esthetical extreme 
experiences and showing the wild winter nature from its best side. TC also fills the criteria 
that are needed to serve the physical needs that will occur for their tourists, by offering all 
kinds of accommodation, shopping and nice restaurants.  
 
Safe/Security: González & Bello (2002) mean that humans need to feel safe in life before they 
can feel an acceptable level of satisfaction in higher levels in life. They continue to say that 
tourists at this level want to reduce anxiety in their travel behavior. Icehotel AB supports the 
theory. They explain important things regarding the trip on their website, and they offer a 24 
hour guide in Jukkasjärvi that can be reached for the individual or group at once. TC:s visitors 
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are mainly re-visitors or those who have heard of Skellefteå and their surroundings by friends 
or relatives. Therefore TC does not put any effort in the safe/security need as they believe it 
end up in a positive way anyway. Therefore they do not support the theory. 
 
Fulfillment: González & Bello (2002) explains that this is where the tourists and sellers meet 
satisfaction. Where they both have reached fulfillment in the area they aimed for from the 
beginning.  Icehotel AB supports the theory by trying to make the visit to Jukkasjärvi, as a 
“once in a lifetime experience”. They also try to strengthen the feeling of this experience by 
supporting the visitors before, during and after the trip. TC partly supports the theory by 
lifting out special events in the area, and also to market themes that the county is known for 
nationally and internationally. They do not put any extra energy in nursing their visitors 
before, during and after the visit.  
 
Determinants 
Engel, Blackwell & Miniard (1993) mention personal determinants as characteristics that 
influence every individual’s decisions. Swarbroke & Horner (2001) say that all determinants 
will be considered differently, depending on the individual’s personality, lifestyle, attitude, 
experience, income, stage in life etc. Therefore they say that it’s difficult to predict from time 
to time, and from person to person what will be an important issue at the moment.   
 
Destination: Both cases support the theory. They cannot predict every individual’s 
determinants, but they put effort in co-operation and to build new relations that can bring 
value to the area. Icehotel AB has stretched this to the extreme. They haven’t just built 
relations with businesses in the area, they have also succeeded with making the area so 
successful, that world famous brands want to be connected with the Icehotel in Jukkasjärvi. 
The authors found this as a break through in the marketing area. TC tries to market the 
municipals known themes, as the Västerbottens cheese and the mining industry. Tourists also 
see TC as a valuable information source, as they don’t make any direct profits with their 
marketing. They just bring value to the area.  
 
When the trip will be taken: Icehotel AB supports the theory, as they work hard to market 
their concept also during the summer. The ice bars in big cities should also be seen as a way 
to market the theme and the area twelve moths a year. TC does not make any big efforts to 
market themselves as a winter destination. Therefore they do not support this theory. 
 
Travel mode: Both cases support the theory, as they market and provide almost any travel 
mode to the destination.  
 
Duration: Icehotel AB partly supports the theory, as they try to make an effect on the time 
spent by every individual tourist or group. Its difficult for them to manage though, as their 
concept is a once in a lifetime experience, and also very expensive. TC supports the theory, as 
they manage to make their tourists to stay for weeks and sometimes even months during the 
summer.  
 
Participants: Icehotel AB has a well developed plan where they have segmented their visitors 
in three head groups, leisure, conference and local visitors. They also segment the head 
groups if needed. Therefore they support the theory. TC does not support the theory. They are 
satisfied with the families from Norway that are their biggest segment. This group has 
occurred over the years by positive reputation and word of mouth. 
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Accommodation: Both cases support the theory, as they market all kinds of accommodation, 
for all kinds of wallets to strengthen the area. 
 

Activities: Icehotel AB supports the theory, as they work hard with building relations with 
competitors and others to make Jukkasjärvi as a tourist destination bigger every year. TC does 
not support the theory. They make small changes when they co-operate with local profitable 
companies, but they cannot be seen as a company in progress when it comes to tourism 
activities. Their job is to market what’s available. 
 
Service characteristics 
Hoffman & Bateson (1997) explains service characteristics as four well known factors that 
service providers have to deal with compared with those who sell products. Intangibility: 

Services cannot be viewed, smelled, tasted, or touched before the purchase. Inseparability: 
This means that the customer, the provider and also often, other customers are physically 
involved during the purchase. Heterogeneity: Swarbrooke & Horner (2001) state that it is 
difficult for service providers to offer similar service quality over and over again, as services 
happens instantly. Lack of ownership: Hoffman & Bateson (1997) says that services cannot be 
inventoried. Both cases support the theory. Icehotel AB works hard with co-branding, as well 
known brands are bringing out their name to the world. They also give away free service to 
500-800 journalists every year, which help to strengthen their brand. TC does not just keep 
the contact with their tourists. They do also try to make former citizens to feel that they are 
missing, by sending out 58000 brochures to them every year. Both cases send out brochures 
or newsletters to satisfy their former visitor’s post-purchase feelings. 
 

5.2.2 Cross-case analysis 
Needs 
Both cases show that they have put effort into predicting and serving the needs that occur with 
their visitors. The physiological needs are handled very different between the cases. Icehotel 
AB takes for granted that their ground service, such as accommodation, food and service is 
more than fulfilled. Instead they put all the effort into offering their customers a once in a 
lifetime experience. They co-operate with everyone in the area as long as they bring values to 
Jukkasjärvi and their surroundings. They don’t see their competitors as enemies, more the 
opposite. The more they co-operate, the more the businesses around Jukkasjärvi grow. This 
way of acting is new, compared to the theory. TC works more in a traditional way with the 
basic needs, where they try to make it comfortable for the visitors with accommodation for 
every tourist and to make them feel relaxed and satisfied with their stay. The safe/security is 
also handled very differently. TC does not support the theory at all as they don’t out any effort 
into it. Mainly because the visitors are coming back year after year, and that can’t be a bad 
judgement. Icehotel AB on the other hand supports the theory. They try to reduce the unsafe 
feelings the visitors might have before the trip, by offering a complete know how list on their 
website. Both cases support the theory about fulfillment. Icehotel AB by having full service 
for their customers in Jukkasjärvi, and TC by offering the visitors important “have to be seen” 
themes, so that they don’t come home and feel that they have missed something. 
 
Determinants 
Icehotel AB supports the theory, but also brings the destination to a new level. If they can’t 
find the right trigger to attract the visitor’s determinants, they co-operate to become even 
more attractive. TC also supports the theory by being a trustworthy source with no 
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economical purpose. TC market Skellefteå as the shopping town of the year 2005. They also 
push out known themes from the area such as cheese and the mining industry 
 
Icehotel AB works hard to market Jukkasjärvi, even as a summer event/destination.. 
Therefore they support the theory about when the trip will be taken. TC does not support this 
theory. They look at them selves as a summer destination close to the ocean. Both cases can 
be reached in any normal mode. The travel mode to both destinations is therefore in line with 
the theory. The theory regarding the duration is supported by TC, but only partly supported 
by Icehotel. This is mainly because Icehotel AB offers expensive events/day. Still they try to 
solve this issue. Icehotel AB fully supports the theory about participants. They use a well 
developed plan, where they have sorted their visitors in three main groups. Both cases offer 
almost any accommodation available. Therefore they both support the theory. Icehotel AB 
supports the theory, as they offer almost every winter activity except for downhill skiing. TC 
does not support the theory, as their task is not to create activities, only to market what’s 
available in the area.  
 
Service characteristics 
Both cases support this theory. Icehotel AB works hard with co-branding, as well known 
brands are bringing out their name to the world. They also give away free service to 500-800 
journalists every year, which help to strengthen their brand. TC does not just keep the contact 
with their tourists. They do also try to make former citizens to feel that they are missing, by 
sending out 58000 brochures to them every year. Both cases send out brochures or newsletters 
to satisfy their former visitor’s post-purchase feelings. 
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6 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
This last chapter will present the findings and conclusions that we have found during the 

research of Icehotel AB and Skellefteå tourist center. After the conclusions we will present 

recommendations for improvements in each case. 

6.1 How can the online tourism experience be described? 
 
Findings 
During the research we have found that the website structure and functions can be crucial for 
a company, if they are not over thought. The colors will bring comfort to the user in the same 
way as a well designed apartment will be with the right paint, wallpaper and so on. A 
beautiful apartment with expensive furniture will also bring the feeling of chaos, if the 
furniture is not structured properly. The same thing will happen on a website if the content 
and functions are not over thought.  Below we will present what we have come up with during 
the research. 
 
During the observation and interviews we found that the colors are very important to make 
the users to feel welcome. Two similar websites regarding content and structure can be seen 
as totally different if the colors do not bring a feeling of comfort. Colors can also be used as a 
valuable tool, when categorizing sections and levels on a website.  
 
Interactivity is a factor that can bring value to almost all websites. The development in web 
design have lately shown that interactivity in form of forums and bloggs, help the websites to 
bring customers/users to the site. Over time they create an interest for the website, as the 
forum members bring value to the site when posting topics or new posts. Even though a forum 
brings lots of value in the form of registered user, the website distributor needs to consider the 
positive aspects against the negative, as a good forum needs to be constantly maintained and 
censured, this costs money. Consistency, simplicity and convenience make the user feel 
familiar with the site at once. Failures in that area will make the site feel uncomfortable and 
the visitor will leave. The speed is very important, but today most western countries uses fast 
servers and broad band.  
 
The content has shown to be very important for a website, and even more in the tourism 
business as tourists want to know everything about an interesting trip. The information needs 
to be structured and easy to follow, if not the user will feel confused. It’s also important to 
understand that information overload will not bring value to a site, even though the user can 
find everything they need to know, it will just take to much energy from the user. Customer 

information is a factor that can be found on almost all websites today. The importance of it 
depends on what the website handle. In the tourism business it’s very important as they often 
handle bookings and money.  
 
Today all frequently visited websites have a high ranking on search engines like Google or 
Eniro. The importance of a well-developed Search Engine Optimization plan (SEO) is 
therefore a must. During the research we found that the important navigation standards 
perhaps are going from knowledge to habits. The study has shown that all websites do not 
follow a standard regarding navigation but still the websites has all the important functions. 
We believe this means that the Internet in the Western world have reached a higher level 
where more and more people know how a website works and that those function more or less 
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has become standardized in the mind of the people. Less clicks means less energy spent on 
unimportant information. Therefore sections and levels on a website must be built in a less 
time-consuming way, less clicks bring value. A search tool can be very valuable, especially if 
the website offers lots of information. Even more important is that the search tool works as 
expected, as wrong information will make the user irritated and even worse, leave. If the 
website distributor cannot offer a flawless search function, its better to not offer it at all. 
 
Transaction pages and money handling becomes more important for tourist destination 
websites, as the time has shown that outsourcing is expensive and that today’s travelers want 
the possibility to order directly online. When handling customer data it’s of importance to do 
it properly, as that is one of the biggest reasons why people of today hesitate to buy from the 
Internet. 
 
Conclusions 
During the research we have found factors that need to be considered and tested further. The 
reason why some issues needs to be considered more than others are because the progress of 
factors regarding the Internet and websites change over time. Today we have found these 
issues to be highly topical: 
 
Interaction: Interaction is a hot topic today where bloggs, forums and other interactive 
features pop up all over the Internet to attract users to websites. This option does not exist in a 
satisfying level on any of the observed websites. We found this as very important on a website 
that act in the tourism business. One reason is because tourists have a high demand of 
information before a trip, another is because of the high level of competition that exists on the 
Internet.  
 
Simplicity: The more Internet users are getting used to the online environment, the more their 
demand for simple and effective websites has increased. Therefore we have found that the 
simplicity on a website should be tested and developed further. The less time-consuming for 
the user, the more attractive it will be today. 
 
Content: A website should offer enough information, so that the user feels satisfied. An issue 
that isn’t considered as much, even though it will probably be even more unsatisfying, is 
when a website has information overload. The website owner should re-think several times if 
everything on the website is needed, and if something can be done to reach the information 
faster. This is important to test and re-consider when a site contains big amounts of 
information. 
 
SEO: Search engines cannot only be used to market a theme, business etc. It can also be used 
to defend a brand name against similar confusing names that can easily be mixed with the 
original name. To market the brand name correctly, the website distributor must only bring 
out the correct brand name to search engines. To get high ranking on search engines, the 
marketer should instead put effort in the business area his company is in. This fact is not a 
solution for everyone, but it can be considered and weighed if the brand name has potential to 
become a brand in everyone’s mind.  
 
Sections and levels: We have found it to be important to consider how many clicks a user 
needs to go through, to reach where they want to be on the website, also if every page can be 
reached from everywhere on the site. This issue is connected with simplicity and they both 
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have the same demand in common from the user’s point of view, fast and easy to understand 
websites.  

6.2 How can the offline tourism experience be described? 
 
Findings 
It was shown during the research that the physiological needs, not always need to be taken 
care of. If a company has reached far enough to know that they are good at something, they 
should have enough self-esteem to accept that they should focus on other issues that are not as 
obvious. Further on the research has shown that the more complex a journey is the more need 
for safety and security the traveler demand. It has also been shown that it is difficult to 
support the tourist too fulfillment, if you as a destination don’t own enough resources to 
manage the fulfillment from start to goal.  
 
Determinants have been shown during the study to be difficult to satisfy for each individual 
customer. Every company still has more or less important determinants to work with from 
business to business. The main energy should therefore be to aim for making the business 
predicted determinants as good as they can, to receive positive feedback from as many 
customers as possible.  
 
In the tourism business the destination is difficult to neglect. It will always occur as one of the 
most important factors a visitor will consider before deciding where he/she wants to go. The 
study has strengthened the use of co-operating instead of seeing everyone in the area as 
competitors and enemies. The burden you will carry as a small company, when trying to 
create value to a destination will be less hard to handle if it’s shared with several co-operators. 
The time of year when the trip will be taken has to be considered even more if the business 
acts in an area where the climate has big fluctuations. The travel mode has shown in the study 
to change depending on what area the business acts in. The travel mode therefore needs to be 
adjusted from case to case. The duration for individual tourists has shown to be difficult to 
affect, as it has to do with individual behavior. Expensive trips have been shown to be even 
more difficult to affect. In the study we have found that it is the area, which affects the time of 
the stay, not the single event. The participants for a tourist connected business have proven to 
be much easier to handle as a group than with individual persons. The time and costs can be 
reduced if a company really put attention to the segmentation problem. Accommodation is 
also something that can’t be neglected for any tourism connected business. If a company can’t 
offer all sorts of accommodation seen from an economical aspect, co-operation has shown to 
be a good solution to bring value to the entire area. The activities also bring value to a 
destination if the company considers co-operations. 
 
During the study we have found that the main reason why a marketer in the tourism business 
put effort in the service characteristics is to strengthen the brand name to keep former 
customers and win new ones.  
 
Conclusions 
The study has shown evidence of that it is important to use the resources in the company in an 
over thought way. The needs from the customer’s point of view therefore need to be valued 
and weighed. When this is done, put the resources where they are needed at most. The 
conclusion is that even though humans have it difficult to brag, that issue will be necessary so 
the effort is not brought to an issue that don’t need to be strengthen at the moment.  
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Destination, accommodation and activities have shown during the study to be determinants 
that can be affected in a positive way through co-operating. The conclusion is that the 
destination needs to be considered as the overall area instead of what the company has to 
offer. The destination together with the accommodation and activities will be brought big 
advantages if the surroundings can be seen as possibilities instead of threats.  
 
We have found in the studies that the problem with service characteristics can be reduced with 
a strong brand name. Co-branding has therefore shown to give bigger advantages when 
selling services than with products.  

6.3 Implications 
 
The conclusions occurred from the study has at the end given us enough knowledge about the 
selected area, to suggest future researchers and managers some issues that can be investigated 
further and considered during development of an existing tourism business.  

6.3.1 Implications for management 
Based on the study we have come up with some issues that can be recommended for 
management. These are listed below. 
 

• Interaction on websites has shown to attract users for a long time, and sometimes even 
get them addicted. Managers in the tourism business should therefore consider using 
bloggs and forums. 

• Simplicity needs to be considered for all websites. Today the users of the Internet have 
become more demanding. This issue co-operates with sections and levels on a website. 
The fewer clicks a function need, the better. 

• Content is easy to misuse. Before releasing a website, managers should consider if 
they miss important information regarding the theme they want to offer. The opposite 
is information overload, which is as important as the above. 

• Search engines are today the most common tools for finding companies online. 
Managers cannot only use search engines in an offensive way. A defensive approach 
can be considerable when trying to market a brand name.  

• Managers need to rethink several times what strengths the company really has 
internally, and how to use them as efficient as possible to satisfy the customer’s needs. 
There is no need to put resources where they are not needed.  

• Determinants cannot be predicted easily, but they can be estimated. Managers should 
use their estimated determinants as a guide to satisfy their overall customers. They 
can’t satisfy them individually, that will just be a waist of resources. Determinants are 
also easier to put value in, if companies co-operate instead of seeing everyone in the 
business as enemies. The co-operation will instead bring out the destination as an area. 

• Managers could put a thought in that, co-branding seems to bring more value to a 
service providing company, than it does for a product providing company.  

 

6.3.2 Implications for theory 
Former research has presented theories that have been used in this thesis, and further on 
helped us to create the purpose and research questions. We have studied how the Internet has 
made an impact on the tourism business, and how companies can use it as a marketing tool to 
create a positive travel experience online and offline. We have observed three websites, 
brought from the two case studies. Further on we draw conclusions out of them, compared the 
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findings online with the answers received from the two interviews, and then compared the 
sampled answers with the theory. This brought us enough knowledge to present the findings 
and conclusions. The contribution to theory of this thesis is based on empirical studies and 
information from two companies and observation of their websites regarding the two research 
questions. These case studies can serve as a base for further research. 
 

6.3.3 Implications for further research 
This study has made us aware of how much there is to consider when trying reaching tourists 
online. The online environment development has given the tourism business a new way of 
thinking and the development proceed to increase in a rapid speed. There is an overload of 
new interesting areas that could be investigated further. Below we present what we have 
found interesting.   
 

• To make the same study in countries outside Scandinavia.  

• To investigate deeper in how to market extreme tourism attractions as Icehotel, Disney 
world, the pyramids in Egypt etc.   

• To investigate further in, how to make Internet users addicted to a website. 

• To investigate more about co-branding in tourism. 

• To investigate more about co-operation in the tourism business.  
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INTERNET SOURCES 
 
www.forrester.com 
 
www.icehotel.com 
 
http://turistinfo.skelleftea.se/ 
 
http://www.skelleftea.se/default.asp?id=1542&ptid=&refid=11

http://www.forrester.com
http://www.icehotel.com
http://turistinfo.skelleftea.se
http://www.skelleftea.se/default.asp?id=1542&ptid=&refid=11


Observation checklist 

 
RQ1. How can the online (tourism) experience be described? 
 
Presentation elements (aesthetics) 

• Colors 

• Interactivity 

• Consistency 

• Simplicity 

• Convenience 

• Speed 
Content 

• Customer demand 

• Customer service information 
Accessibility 

• Search engine optimizing 
Navigation 

• Navigation standards 

• Sections and levels on the website 

• Search tool 
Transaction pages 

• Booking, handling money 
Security, privacy and authority 

• Handling customer data 
 
RQ2. How can the offline (tourism) experience be described? 
 
Customer needs 

• Physiological 

• Safe/security 

• Fulfillment 
Determinants 

• Destination  

• When the trip will be taken 

• Travel mode 

• Duration  

• Participants, alone, family, few close friends or group 

• Accommodation 

• Activities undertaken by the tourist. 
Service characteristics 

• Intangibility 

• Inseparability 

• Heterogeneity 

• Lack of ownership 
 




